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Abstract
Tunable adhesion is the ability for the same surface to have high adhesion under one set of conditions and low
adhesion under another. It has a variety of applications, including transfer printing of micro- and nano-scale
components, climbing and perching robots, and material handling in manufacturing. Approaches to tunable
adhesion, including the work in this dissertation, often rely on van der Waals forces to achieve dry adhesion.
Previous strategies for dry tunable adhesives have generally exploited complex fibrillar structures that are
inspired by nature. The work in this dissertation investigates a different strategy for enhanced and tunable
adhesion based on composite structures with simple geometries.
This dissertation examines the use of composite posts, consisting of stiff insets surrounded by a compliant
shell, as an approach for achieving enhanced and tunable adhesion. This composite structure has a high
effective adhesion strength under normal loading and low adhesion when shear is applied. Experiments as
well as finite element (FE) analysis are used to understand the mechanics of these posts under both types of
loading. The adhesion of composite posts is affected by the stress distribution at the contacting surface.
Homogeneous posts have concentrated stress near the edge, facilitating crack initiation, while the composite
post can result in a redistribution of this stress towards the center, resulting in higher adhesion. The basic
mechanics of these posts are demonstrated through experiments on mm-scale posts. The composite mm-scale
composite posts have 3x higher adhesion than homogeneous posts under normal loading and shear
displacement was shown to significantly decrease the effective adhesion strength. Micro-scale posts are
studied and used in micro-transfer printing applications. These posts have an effective adhesion strength of 1.5
MPa, and the pull-off force of the composite post is 9x that of a homogeneous post. In both the mm-scale and
micro-scale studies, the experimental results are supported by FE simulations. Arrays of micro-scale posts
were fabricated and their adhesion behavior characterized. In an array, the contact of each individual post
becomes less critical and can contact diverse surfaces. This work established the mechanics of composite posts
for achieving enhanced and tunable adhesion.
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ABSTRACT
COMPOSITE POSTS FOR ENHANCED AND TUNABLE ADHESION
Helen K. Minsky
Kevin T. Turner
Tunable adhesion is the ability for the same surface to have high adhesion under one set
of conditions and low adhesion under another. It has a variety of applications, including
transfer printing of micro- and nano-scale components, climbing and perching robots, and
material handling in manufacturing. Approaches to tunable adhesion, including the work
in this dissertation, often rely on van der Waals forces to achieve dry adhesion. Previous
strategies for dry tunable adhesives have generally exploited complex fibrillar structures that
are inspired by nature. The work in this dissertation investigates a different strategy for
enhanced and tunable adhesion based on composite structures with simple geometries.
This dissertation examines the use of composite posts, consisting of stiff insets sur-
rounded by a compliant shell, as an approach for achieving enhanced and tunable adhesion.
This composite structure has a high effective adhesion strength under normal loading and
low adhesion when shear is applied. Experiments as well as finite element (FE) analysis are
used to understand the mechanics of these posts under both types of loading. The adhesion
of composite posts is affected by the stress distribution at the contacting surface. Homoge-
neous posts have concentrated stress near the edge, facilitating crack initiation, while the
composite post can result in a redistribution of this stress towards the center, resulting in
higher adhesion. The basic mechanics of these posts are demonstrated through experiments
on mm-scale posts. The composite mm-scale composite posts have 3× higher adhesion than
homogeneous posts under normal loading and shear displacement was shown to significantly
decrease the effective adhesion strength. Micro-scale posts are studied and used in micro-
transfer printing applications. These posts have an effective adhesion strength of 1.5 MPa,
and the pull-off force of the composite post is 9× that of a homogeneous post. In both the
mm-scale and micro-scale studies, the experimental results are supported by FE simulations.
Arrays of micro-scale posts were fabricated and their adhesion behavior characterized. In
iii
an array, the contact of each individual post becomes less critical and can contact diverse
surfaces. This work established the mechanics of composite posts for achieving enhanced
and tunable adhesion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Tunable adhesion is the ability for the same surface to have high adhesion under one set
of conditions and low adhesion under another. It has a wide variety of applications from
microtransfer printing of micro/nano components to climbing or perching robots to material
handling for manufacturing. Microtransfer printing is a process for moving thin (micron or
sub-micron thick) semiconductor elements from one substrate to another. It allows semicon-
ductors, which are fabricated on rigid silicon wafers, to be printed onto unique materials to
make biocompatible sensors or flexible electronics, for example. Climbing robots could uti-
lize tunable adhesion to access areas previously unattainable to traditional ground robots.
Perching could allow flying robots to potentially recharge, or at a minimum, stop using
power between tasks. Tunable adhesion also has applications for temporary gripping in
manufacturing such as in pick-and-place technology. In manufacturing, vacuum is often
used to hold objects; however, if a process needs to be done under vacuum another method
is required. Furthermore, vacuum systems are loud and energy intensive. These three ap-
plications illustrate the potential uses for adhesives with tunable properties.
This dissertation examines using composite posts (Fig. 1.1), consisting of stiff insets
surrounded by a compliant shell, as a method of achieving enhanced and tunable adhesion.
This structure has a high pull-off force under normal loading and low adhesion when shear is
applied. This dissertation begins with a literature review of relevant background in adhesion
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mechanics, fracture mechanics, bioinspired adhesion and tunable adhesion for microtransfer
printing. Next, the adhesion mechanics of composite posts is examined though finite element
simulations. Then, studies on individual mm-scale composite posts, which were explored
experimentally as a proof of concept, are described. In the following section, the mechanics
of single micro-scale posts are investigated and they are used as stamps for a microtransfer
printing process. Then, arrays of micro-scale composite posts are fabricated and tested as
they open up a greater range of uses. The final chapter includes a conclusion, a summary
of contributions to the field, and some suggestions for future work.
Figure 1.1: Schematic of an axisymmetric composite post in contact with a rigid surface.
The overall goal of this work is to exploit composite structures to realize surfaces that
exhibit tunable adhesion. The work in this dissertation is divided into several research
objectives.
• Investigate the geometry and elastic properties of composite posts on effective adhesion
strength under normal loading through linear elastic fracture mechanics and cohesive
zone modeling. This includes examining the effect of the relative dimensions of the
inset and shell layers as well as the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratios of each
material. This is described in Chapter 3.
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• Validate the mechanics modeling with experiments on individual mm-scale composite
posts. This is described in Chapter 4.
• Fabricate and measure the adhesion strength of sub-mm scale composite posts as well
as use them for microtransfer printing. Scaling effects result in these posts having high
effective adhesion strengths. This is described in Chapter 5.
• Make and test arrays of µm-scale composite posts. Arrays of posts can support larger
loads and since there is redundancy, they are able to achieve high adhesion even if
individual posts are flawed. This is described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
To understand the mechanics of the composite posts investigated in this work it is helpful
to review basic adhesion and fracture mechanics as well as previous work on bioinspired
adhesion and microtransfer printing. The fracture and adhesion mechanics section examines
fracture in the context of Griffith's criteria. Adhesion is essentially the resistance to fracture,
therefore understanding crack initiation and propagation though fracture mechanics proves
useful. This section also provides a basic review of the Johnson, Kendal, Roberts (JKR)
adhesion model. The adhesion of flat punches section examines models of rigid cylindrical
punches in contact with elastic surfaces. Much of the previous work on enhanced and
tunable adhesion takes inspiration from nature and more specifically the gecko. While the
work presented here does not try to mimic nature, it builds on studies that do. The final
portion of the literature review examines one practical application of tunable adhesion,
microtransfer printing.
2.1 Fracture and Adhesion Mechanics
In the study of fracture mechanics, and more specifically failure based on the Griffith crite-
rion, energy can be used to understand crack propagation, and ultimately, the fracture or
failure of a material. Fundamentally, cracks are assumed to propagate if the resulting state
will be one of a lower energy level than the initial state.
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Strain Energy Release Rate
The strain energy release rate, G, is defined as the potential energy released over a crack
area as a crack propagates. This is expressed as:
G = −dΠ
dA
. (2.1)
Where Π is the potential energy (elastic strain energy, U , minus the external work, W ) and
A is defined as the area of the crack. The total strain energy release can also be split into
components associated with each mode of cracking. Adding the strain energy release rates
associated with each mode of cracking together yields the total strain energy release rate:
Gtotal = GI +GII +GIII . (2.2)
The phase angle, Ψ, is a measure of mode mixity and is defined as:
Ψ = arctan
((
GII
GI
)1/2)
. (2.3)
Phase angle varies from 0 for mode I, pure normal, loading to pi2 for mode II loading. The
toughness, also known as the critical strain energy release rate, is the energy per crack area
required for a crack to grow. A crack will propagate at an interface if the strain energy
release rate is greater than the interface toughness, Γ, which is a property of the interface:
G ≥ Γ. (2.4)
The interface toughness for an interface between polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and a ma-
terial like silicon is apt to change under different conditions, i.e. chemical environments,
pull-off speeds, and temperatures [1, 2]. Interface toughness is typically measured experi-
mentally.
Fracture processes can be either load controlled or displacement controlled. In load
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control, a constant load is applied, and the displacement varies as a result of the crack
opening. In this case, the work, W , is defined by:
W = P∆, (2.5)
where P is the load and ∆ is the displacement. To obtain the strain energy, the load can
be integrated with respect to displacement, such that:
U =
∫ ∆
0
Pd∆ =
P∆
2
. (2.6)
Using this result along with Eq. (2.5), and Eq. (2.1) yields:
G =
P
2
(
d∆
dA
)
P
. (2.7)
Similar analysis can be done for displacement controlled loading, such that integrating the
displacement with respect to load yields:
U =
∫ P
0
∆dP =
P∆
2
. (2.8)
Since for this case the work is zero, Π = U . Using this result and Eq. (2.1) yields:
G = −∆
2
(
dP
dA
)
∆
. (2.9)
Strain energy release rate can be calculated analytically for specific geometries or loading
cases using Eq. (2.7) or (2.9) or numerically via techniques such as finite element analysis [3].
Relationship between G and K
The stress intensity factor is another way to view fracture problems. The stress intensity
factor, K, can be used to look at stresses, strains, and displacements at the crack front rather
than the energy balance. The strain energy release rate and stress intensity factor for mode
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I are related by
GI =
K2I
E˜
, (2.10)
where E˜ = E for plane stress and E˜ = E
1−ν2 for plane strain, where E is the Young's modulus
and ν is the Poisson's ratio. Similarly, for mode II
GII =
K2II
E˜
. (2.11)
Mode I and II stress intensity factors can be combined,
G =
K2I +K
2
II
E˜
. (2.12)
Johnson-Kendall-Roberts Adhesion Mechanics
Seminal work on adhesion mechanics by Johnson, Kendall and Roberts, now known as the
JKR model [4], examined the adhesive contact between two elastic spheres in contact. This
theory expanded on Hertz contact by including adhesion, leading a larger contact area under
the same load. The JKR analysis is derived under the assumption that system will be in
equilibrium when
dUT
da
= 0, (2.13)
where UT is the total energy and a is the contact radius. From this, the pull-off force, PF ,
to separate two spheres is found to be
PF = −3
2
ΓpiR, (2.14)
where Γ is the interface toughness and R is the radius of the sphere. Eq. 2.14 is for a sphere
in contact with a flat surface.
The JKR results can also be obtained through linear elastic fracture mechanics [5]. The
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strain energy release rate of the interface can be defined as
G = −(P
′ − P )2
2
∂C
∂A
, (2.15)
where P ′ is the load needed to achieve contact without adhesive forces and C is the com-
pliance of the system. In the JKR limit, the strain energy release rate is
G =
∂
∂A
(U +W )|P , (2.16)
where U and W are the elastic and mechanical potential energy. This can be written in
terms of the radius of the sphere, R, and contact radius, a, as
G = −4E
∗a3/3R− P 2
8piE∗a3
, (2.17)
where E∗ is the effective modulus. Equation (2.16) can be rearranged yielding
a3 =
3R
4E∗
(
P + 3piGR+
(
6piGRP + (3piGR)2
)1/2)
. (2.18)
2.2 Adhesion of Flat Punches
While the JKR model is a starting point for adhesion mechanics of soft materials, other
geometries have also been investigated. The problem of a cylindrical flat punch of radius R
in contact with an elastic half space or a thin film is particularly relevant to understanding
the adhesion of the composite posts in the present work.
Kendall Solution for an Elastic Half Space
Kendall expanded on the JKR theory to look at the adhesion of a flat punch [6]. Since the
flat punch's radius defines the contact radius, Eq. (2.13) is simplified to
dUT
dR
= 0. (2.19)
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For a rigid punch in adhesive contact with an elastic half space, the total energy is
UT = −piR2G− (1− ν
2)P 2
4ER
, (2.20)
where ν is Poisson's ratio. From Eq. (2.19) and (2.20) the pull-off force can be defined as
PF =
√
8piEΓR3
1− ν2 . (2.21)
It should be noted that this model assumes a rigid indenter in contact with an elastic half
space. The composite post problem examined in this dissertation has the opposite conditions
of a rigid surface and an elastic punch, therefore the mechanics will vary somewhat.
Adhesion of Thin Elastic Layers
Flat punch adhesion is different on thin films than it is on an elastic half spaces. In the
same work, Kendall also examined the adhesive contact between elastic thin films on a rigid
substrate and a rigid indenter [6]. For this configuration the total strain energy is defined
by
UT = −piR2G− 3P
2h(1− 2ν)
2piER2
, (2.22)
where h is the thickness of the film. Substitution of Eq. (2.22) into (2.19) yields an equation
for the pull-off force
PF =
√
2pi2EΓR4
3h(1− 2ν) . (2.23)
Later work further investigated the adhesion of a flat punch to an elastic layer and
obtained the strain energy release rate for an indenter in contact with a thin elastic layer [7, 8]
as
Gedge =
9P 2F
(
0.75+2(Rh )+4(
R
h )
3
)
128piER3
(
0.75+(Rh )+(
R
h )
3
)2 . (2.24)
If we only consider one h/R ratio, Eq. 2.24 can be reworked to
PF ∝
√
ΓER3. (2.25)
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The pull-off force is a challenging metric for comparison across length scales. To make this
comparison possible, the force in Eq. (2.25) is converted to a strength, i.e. average stress at
pull-off,
σpull−off ∝
√
ΓE
R , (2.26)
This suggests that for two punches that are identical in every way except for scale, the
smaller one will have a higher strength.
The average stress across the interface only gives a portion of the story. Two posts could
have the same strength but different mechanisms of fracture (Fig. 2.1), therefore examining
the stress distribution is important. Edge crack propagation is the most common type of
failure (Fig. 2.1a). The crack front moves from the edge of the post towards the center.
Figure 2.1b shows internal crack propagation, where a penny-shaped crack forms in the
center of an interface and grows outwards. Cavitation, the third type of failure (Fig. 2.1c),
is similar to internal crack propagation, but the void grows into the bulk material rather
than along the interface. Cavitation is also a precursor to fibrillation. The final mechanism
of fracture is fingering, which can occur in the center of the contact or at its edge (2.1d).
This failure is the result on nonuniform crack front propagation. Edge cracks, center cracks
and edge crack fingering are driven by the strain energy release rate at the interface, while
cavitation and fingering initiated at the center are controlled by the stress in the probed
material. The balance between layer properties and interface properties is dependent on
confinement and therefore thickness. [8]
If the thin elastic film is restricted to the area of the indenter, the result is a Poker chip
specimen. These consisting of a thin layer of adhesive between two rigid cylinders and have
been previously examined as they have very different mechanics than bulk samples [9, 10].
As is seen in Fig. 2.2, thick membranes have high stress at the edge of the sample. For thin
specimens, the stress at the edge drops and the stress in the center is significantly higher.
This effect is strongest for incompressible materials (ν = 0.5). Even a small decrease in
Poisson's ratio (i.e. ν = 0.49) causes a noticeable drop in the stress at the center and increase
in stress at the edge for thin specimens. For samples with significantly lower Poisson's ratios
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of various modes of fracture. The black represents the surface and the gray
is a probe. Figure adapted from [8].
(ν = 0.34) the stress for thin specimens becomes significantly lower in the center and much
higher at the edge, eliminating the possibility for center cracks. Posts with D/h ratios
(where D is the diameter and h is the thickness of the adhesive respectively) of 1/2 and 1
have practically identical stress distributions for all ν examined.
Figure 2.2: Stress distributions for poker chip specimens, for materials with a variety of ν. Figure
from [10].
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2.3 Bio-Inspired Adhesion
There is significant interest in studying and trying to mimic adhesion mechanisms found in
nature. A number of animals, such as beetles, flies, spiders and geckos are able to use dry,
reversible adhesion to climb surfaces. While many animals are included in the category of
bio-inspired adhesion, the most studied species is probably the gecko. Gecko adhesion has a
number of appealing properties, such as directional adhesion, low normal forces required for
detachment, a default nonadhesive state, strong adhesion with low preload and self-cleaning
properties [11]. Generally, research into bio-inspired adhesion examines some subset of these
features, with a focus on enhancing adhesion or trying to mimic the directional aspect of
gecko adhesion.
Figure 2.3: Structure of a gecko's toe. a) Macro-scale image of a gecko. b) Meso-scale image of a
gecko foot. Setae are visible, but it is hard to differentiate between them. c) Micro-scale image of
array of setae. Distal end appears larger than the rest of shaft due to branching. d) Single setae
with branched distal end. Note the asymmetric nature of the structure. e) Nano-scale image of
branching at distal end of setae. Each branch ends in a spatular structure. f) Synthetic spatulae
fabricated to mimic natural structures. Figure from [12].
The hierarchical structure of a gecko's foot is critical in producing its amazing adhesive
properties (Fig. 2.3). Gecko toes are densely covered with β-keratin pillars know as lamella
which branch into smaller columns called setae (the density of setae on a gecko's toe is around
14,400 setae/mm2) [12]. The distal end of each setae branches again such that the single
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setae shaft becomes hundreds of smaller columns ending in spatulae shaped tips. Gecko
adhesion has been shown to rely on van der Waals forces, implying that strong adhesion is a
result of geometry rather than chemistry [12]. β-keratin is a relatively stiff material (Young's
Modulus of 1.6 GPa [11]) that is not inherently sticky. A complex hierarchal structure is
needed to make this inherently non-tacky material adhesive on rough surfaces. To gain the
same type of adhesion as geckos, researchers either try to mimic the hierarchical structure
using stiff materials or they use softer materials and simpler structures.
A significantly less studied species, but relevant species for this study, is the ladybird
beetle, which has an elastic gradient in its setae [13]. The setae are fibrillar structures, which
are around 2 µm in diameter and 60 µm long. Their distal end has a Young's modulus of
1.2 MPa while the proximal end has a modulus of 6.8 GPa, more than a thousand time
stiffer. This difference in compliance allows for the tips to achieve conformal contact to
rough surfaces while providing a rigid support system to prevent collapse. It is also possible
that the composite structure results in a more uniform stress distribution at the interface.
Adhesion Enhancement
There are three main geometric aspects that affect the adhesive nature of gecko setae. First,
the contact area affects adhesion based on the shape, size and number of individual contacts.
Second, the aspect ratio and geometry of the pillar affect the adhesive properties. Finally,
the tip geometry is critical to the adhesive properties of geckos.
Generally, increased contact area results in higher pull-off forces, however there are ways
to design the contact area such that a smaller overall area results in higher adhesion. Contact
splitting is the process of splitting a single contact into many individual pieces, much like
how a setae branches from a single shaft into many smaller areas. Contact splitting provides
multiple means for enhancing adhesion. First, cracks must initiate for each individual struc-
ture and since crack initiation is more difficult than propagation, [14, 15] having multiple
initiation sites increases adhesion. Contact splitting also allows for conformal contact with
rough surfaces which may not be achievable by a flat surface. Smaller surfaces allow for a
uniform stress distribution which also enhances adhesion. Finally, smaller contacts limit the
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size of defects, and larger defects lower adhesion [14].
While contact splitting has proven to be a useful means of increasing adhesion under
many circumstances, it does not always enhance adhesion. Splitting a flat surface into a
series of smaller, flat protrusions has vastly different adhesive properties than if there is a
series of long thin columns ending in larger spatular pads (Fig. 2.4). It was found that
contact splitting into flat protrusions results in no statistically significant difference in pull-
off force compared to an unpatterned surface [16].
Figure 2.4: Contact splitting of a) flat protrusions on a great green bush cricket (Tettigonia viridis-
sima) and b) thin columns with spatular tips from a blue bottle fly (Calliphora vicina). Figure
from [16].
Adhesion of fibrils generally increases as the aspect ratio (height to radius) of the struc-
ture (e.g. post) does. This is because the strain energy in a post is dependent on the height.
As the length of the fibrillar structures increases, more energy is released during pull of
resulting in higher adhesion [14, 17]. It is also likely that when a shear load is applied to a
long thin structures, some of the side of the column will come into contact with the surface,
increasing the contact area and thus increasing the adhesion.
The tip geometry is a critical aspect of the adhesive properties of gecko setae as well
as that of fabricated samples [18]. The pull-off force for various tip geometries (including
flat, spherical, concave, mushroom type, and spatular ends as shown in Fig. 2.5) have been
compared. For each tip, the pillar geometry was varied such that the radii range from 2.5
to 25 µm and the heights of the pillar range from 5 to 50 µm, keeping the aspect ratio
consistent across all samples. All these samples were made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
molded in SU-8 molds patterned via photolithography. Generally, the pull-off force increases
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Figure 2.5: Engineered, man-made tip geometries. a) flat, b) spherical, c) flat with round edges,
d) spatular, e) mushroom, and f) concave. g) Comparisons of pull-off forces, for varied preloads,
amongst the different shaped tips. The mushroom tip is clearly requires the highest pull-off force,
followed by the spatular tip. Adhesion for all other tips is lower than that required to remove a flat
sample of PDMS (shown in light blue). Figure adapted from [18].
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as the radii of the pillars decrease. Also, the pull-off force increases as the preload does.
The adhesion associated with the various tip geometries were compared to each other as
well as to a flat sample. The pull-off force of spatular and mushroom shaped tips on fibrillar
structures was higher than that of a flat sheet of PDMS [14, 18]. The concave, spherical, and
flat tip with rounded edges all require less force for pull-off than that for the flat sheet. The
flat fibrillar structure had varied adhesion compared to the flat sheet of PDMS, depending
on the radius of the pillar, however it was generally lower than the flat sheet. These results
can be seen in Fig. 2.5g, which shows the pull-off force as a function of preload for a variety
of tip geometries at a set pillar radius.
The pull-off force of the mushroom tip structures is larger by a factor of 30 compared to
that of the flat PDMS sheet. This increased adhesion is because the overhanging edge of the
tip is more compliant than the center where the force is being applied, thus reducing stress
at the edge of the contact. This makes crack initiation and propagation from the edge more
difficult, thereby enhancing adhesion. These tips have primarily been studied under normal
loads, but have also undergone peel testing [19].
Directional Adhesion
Gecko setae are naturally positioned at a ∼20◦ angle from the base of the toe, and the
spatular tips are angled as well [20]. For the setae to attach, they need to be preloaded and
then dragged. This puts a tensile load on the shaft and increases the contact region on the
spatular tip. Dragging the setae after applying a preload results in a ten fold increase in
pull-off force as opposed to that required if only a normal preload is applied to the setae.
Setae have a natural curvature which plays a critical role in their attachment and detach-
ment mechanisms. Applying loads along different angles results in vastly different required
pull-off loads. Using the directions marked in Fig. 2.6, the critical angle for pull-off is around
30◦, meaning to remain adhered the setae must be at an angle smaller than this, and at
larger angles, detachment will occur with lower pull-off force [20, 21]. Also, if the setae are
pulled at 130◦, no measurable force is required for detachment, and detaching will actually
return energy to the system [21]. This suggests that to remain adhered, geckos must merely
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Figure 2.6: a) Steps of loading, dragging and detachment (at angles from 30◦ to 150◦) of setae used
to test pull-off force and work of detachment at varied angles. b) Detachment energy, Wd, as a
function of sliding angle Figure adapted from [21].
keep their setae at an angle of 30◦ or less, and to detach their feet quickly and with minimal
effort they merely need to change the angle of the setae to around 130◦.
While enhanced adhesion is useful in many applications, tunable adhesion relies mainly
on the difference between states of strong and weak adhesion. Gecko's exhibit a natural
ability to possess strong adhesion when their setae are displaced in one direction, but de-
tach easily when they are pulled the other way. There has been some work to achieve a
similar directional dependence in artificial systems by creating patterned surfaces consisting
of arrays of asymmetric posts [22, 23].
2.4 Tunable Adhesion in Microtransfer Printing
In many systems, including microtransfer printing, climbing robots, micro-tweezers, med-
ical tapes and pick and place manufacturing, there is a critical need to control and tune
adhesion [24]. This section will look further into one of these applications, microtransfer
printing. The ability to vary adhesion is what makes microtransfer printing possible. During
pick-up, the adhesion between the stamp and the film must be stronger than the adhesion
between the film and the substrate, so the the stamp can retrieve film. During printing,
adhesion between the stamp and film can be tuned such that it is weaker than the adhesion
between the film and the substrate, leaving the film on the new substrate when the stamp
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is removed. This dissertation relies on techniques from microtransfer printing, including
kinetically controlled adhesion and shear assisted detachment.
Delamination Speed
One approach to tunable adhesion used in microtransfer printing is kinetically controlled
adhesion. Due to the viscoelastic nature of the PDMS-glass or PDMS-Si interfaces, changing
the delamination speed results in different critical strain energy release rates. As can bee seen
in Fig. 2.7, microtransfer printing success is determined by competing fracture processes at
two different interfaces; one between the substrate and the film as well as one between the
film and the stamp [25]. Fracture will occur along the interface with the lower critical strain
energy release rate.
Figure 2.7: Schematic of an example microtransfer printing process. Figure modified from [26].
During pick up, the stamp is pulled quickly (at least 10 cm s−1), which increases the
critical strain energy release rate between the stamp and the film. Thus, in many cases the
critical strain energy release rate of the stamp-film interface can be higher than critical strain
energy release rate for the film-substrate interface, and therefore the film will be retrieved
by the stamp. During printing, the stamp is removed at a much slower rate (< 1 mm s−1)
so the critical strain energy release rate for the stamp-film interface is lower, and since the
toughness of the film-substrate surface is generally considered unchanged with speed, the
sample will be left on the surface of the substrate [27]. As can be seen in Fig. 2.8, for a
particular interface pair, there is generally a critical velocity, above which pick up will occur
and below which printing can be expected [25].
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Figure 2.8: a) Theoretical plot showing critical strain energy release rates of stamp-film interface
(which varies with delamination speed) and that of film-substrate interface (which is independent
of the delamination speed). Vc represents the critical velocity, above which pick up will occur and
below which printing happens. b) Experimental results showing rate and temperature dependence
of the critical energy release rate. Figure adapted from [25].
Temperature Effects
Since PDMS is a viscoelastic material and adhesion depends on viscoelasticity, there is an
inherent relationship between temperature and critical strain energy release rate [25]. As
the temperature increases, the strain energy release rate associated with a specific peeling
speed drops (Fig. 2.8b). This implies that as temperature increases, pick up becomes more
challenging, but printing becomes much more likely. Hypothetically, retrieval and printing
could occur at the same velocity if the temperature is changed appropriately between the
two process steps. This technique has recently been used to print siloxane oligomers [28] as
well as proteins [29].
Shear-Controlled Adhesion
Shear loads can be applied during printing, as shown in Fig. 2.9, to lower the pull-off force,
control the direction of crack propagation, and increase printing yields (Fig. 2.10) [26].
Applying a shear load changes the stress distribution at the stamp-film interface such that
the stress at one edge decreases, while the stress at the other edge increases. This leads to
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Figure 2.9: Steps of shear assisted contact printing. Stamp is white, film is green, initial substrate
is orange and final substrate is blue. Figure from [26].
initiation of a crack at specific side [26].
As can be seen in Fig. 2.10a, for a range of post sizes, applying a shear displacement
results in a lower pull-off force for delamination. These experimental results were compared
to finite element studies where similar trends were observed, suggesting that finite element
analysis and fracture mechanics can be used to predict stamp behavior. Beyond being able
to lower pull-off force, increasing the shear load improves the printing yield, as can be seen
in Fig. 2.10b [26]. A potential downside of shear-enhanced adhesion is the possibility of
dragging the sample during printing and thus placing it in an incorrect location, however,
this has not been observed in experimental studies.
Microstructured Stamps
Another creative attempt to control the adhesive properties of the stamp is through a ge-
ometry with four pyramid shaped micropillars in the corners (Fig. 2.11). The idea behind
this geometry is that during pick up a preload is applied so that the flat center of the stamp
between the pyramids on the corners is pushed into contact with the sample. This increases
the surface area of the stamp that interacts with the sample (around 80% of the stamp is in
contact) during pick up. Once the sample is lifted up, the center of the stamp relaxes over a
short period of time and returns to its original position, such that it is no longer in contact
with the sample. When the sample is brought into contact with a receiving substrate only
the corners of the stamp (less than 1% of the total surface area of the stamp) remain in
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Figure 2.10: a) Pull-off force required for delamination decreases as applied shear displacement
increases. This effect was seen with posts of multiple sizes. b) Transfer printing yield increases as
applied shear strain does. Figure from [26].
Figure 2.11: SEM images of microstructured stamp. a) Stamp with pyramids in corners before
contact. b) Stamp and platelet directly after pick up where pyramids are compressed and the
contact area is large. c) Once the stamp relaxes, only the tips of the pyramid remain in contact with
the platelet, facilitating printing. Figure adapted from [24].
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contact with the sample, improving the probability of printing [24].
This design results in a roughly thousand-fold difference in adhesion between the pick
up and printing states. One downside to this process is that the stamp fabrication is rather
complicated, although it can be accomplished through known and regularly used techniques.
Another limitation is that this stamping process works well for thick samples, however it
has not proven successful for thin samples that are more compliant [24].
2.5 Conclusions
This dissertation on composite posts relies on an understanding of mechanics, bioinspired
design and tunable adhesion. An understanding of the mechanics of fracture and adhesion is
a requisite to design composite posts as well as to analyze and understand experimental and
finite element results. While bioinspired adhesives are generally complex structures, they
provide a framework to assess and examine composite posts. The composite post geometry
described in this dissertation attempts to leverage concepts from bioinspired adhesives, espe-
cially mushroom-shaped posts, while maintaining a simple geometry. Microtransfer printing
provides an opportunity to demonstrate a use of tunable adhesives such as composite posts.
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Chapter 3
Mechanics of Composite Post
Structures Under Normal Loading
The adhesion between a flat surface and a composite post with a stiff inset surrounded
by a compliant shell is examined in this chapter (Fig. 3.1). The compliant outer layer
can conform to the contacting surface. The stress will be concentrated under the stiff core,
potentially reducing the stress at the edge, making crack initiation challenging and therefore
increasing adhesion. While a composite geometry has the potential to increase the adhesion
compared to a homogeneous post, designing the inset and shell layer properly is critical. In
this chapter, the effect of each dimension in Fig. 3.1 is varied to understand the design of
composite posts for enhanced adhesion under normal loading. In varying the parameters of
the composite post, the goal is to increase its effective adhesive strength, which is defined
as the pull-off force divided by the interface area.
3.1 Finite Element Models
Finite element (FE) simulations provide a tool to predict the pull-off force, stress distribution
and separation mechanism of posts. It is challenging to track the stress distributions of the
contacting surface experimentally, therefore FE simulations are critical in providing this
information. To calculate the pull-off force, either the Virtual Crack Closure Technique
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Figure 3.1: The geometry of an axisymmetric model of a cylindrical composite post with the key
dimensions labeled. H is the overall height of the post and h is the thickness of the layer of the
compliant shell material below the inset. Ri is the radius of the stiff inset and R is the overall radius
of the post. The normal load is represented by P and the material properties of the two layers are
Es and νs along with Ec and νc for the stiff and compliant materials, respectively.
(VCCT) or a cohesive zone model (CZM) can be implemented. Results from all types of
models are discussed in this chapter.
Interface Stress Distributions
FE modeling provides crucial information that proves difficult to measure experimentally.
In the FE model, the reaction forces at the interface nodes are tracked and the stress at each
location is found by dividing each reaction force by the area over which it acts. The locations
on the interface with highest stress are likely locations for crack initiation. Similarly the
shape of the stress distribution provides insight into how well the load is distributed across
the interface.
Virtual Crack Closure Technique
The virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) is a procedure used for computing the strain
energy release rate in finite element simulations [30]. This method calculates G from the
reaction forces at the nodes at the crack tip and ahead of it, as well as from displacements
behind the crack tip. VCCT evolved from the crack closure method that was developed
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to find the work needed to open (or close) a crack. In the crack closure method, a first
simulation is used to find the reaction forces at a set of nodes at a known crack length, a,
by finite element analysis. Then a second FE analysis is performed at a larger crack length,
a+∆a, to find the displacements. This process is simplified through VCCT by assuming
the reaction forces are approximately the same at the crack tip and at the node one (or two
depending on the element type) behind it such that only one finite element simulation is
required. VCCT is especially useful when studying crack propagation at an interface since
it allows the strain energy release rate for each mode of fracture to be calculated [30].
There are different sets of equations associated with each type of element, however since
primarily eight node 2D elements are used in this work, only these equations are described
here. For all equations in this section, Fig. 3.2 shows the specific displacements, reaction
forces and areas used in the calculations.
Figure 3.2: Displacements (green) and reaction forces (red) for VCCT calculations using 8 node
solid element [30].
The strain energy release rates are calculated as:
GI = − 12∆a
[
Zi(wl − wl∗) + Z∗j (wm − wm∗)
]
GII = − 12∆a
[
Xi(ul − ul∗) +X∗j (um − um∗)
]
,
(3.1)
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where ∆a, Z, X, w, and u are shown in Fig. 3.2.
Cohesive Zone Model
Cohesive zone models (CZMs) are useful since they do not require a precrack, allowing them
to examine both the initiation and propagation of a crack along an interface. These models
have elements along the interface, known as cohesive elements, which have a behavior defined
by a traction separation law. The traction separation law specifies how stress varies as each
element stretches and they detach. CZMs allow for a natural initiation and propagation of
a crack, however, they do require realistic parameters in the traction separation law, which
demand careful consideration.
Model Parameters
The parameters of FE models must be selected with care to ensure that the results are useful.
For both the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) model and CZM the density of the
mesh was found through convergence studies. The density of the mesh varies throughout
the post, where in the area around the crack a tighter mesh is required.
A linear elastic model was used to find stress distributions along the interface and to
calculate the pull-off force through VCCT. This model was an axisymmetric model which
used 8 node square CAX8 elements. The size of the elements varied depending on their
location on the post (Fig 3.3a). The base of the post needs to have a finer mesh, so the
elements in the white region of Fig. 3.3a have side lengths of 0.1 µm in the white region
while in the gray area the side length is 1 µm. The white region extends 120th of the way up
the model. The crack lengths vary from 0.5 to 10 µm.
The CZM uses CAX4H elements for the structure of the post and has COHAX4 elements
on the surface. For these models most of the model has square elements with side lengths of
5 µm (gray region in Fig. 3.3b-c). In the white region of Fig. 3.3b-c the element side length
is 2.5 µm and in the red area the side length is 0.1 µm. The red region extends 140th of the
way up the model and the top of the white region is 120th of the height of the post. The
red region in Fig. 3.3c is also 120th of the diameter of the post. For posts where the crack
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Figure 3.3: Schematic showing regions with different meshes for each model. a) Is for the linear
elastic model while b) and c) are for the CZM with center and edge cracks respectively.
initiates at the center (Fig. 3.3b) it is important to have small elements along the entire
contacting surface, however, for edge cracks the dense mesh is only necessary at the corner
(Fig. 3.3c). The cohesive elements along the surface have identical widths as the elements
above them and initial heights of 0. The cohesive elements are governed by a triangular
traction separation law (Fig. 3.4). As the top of the cohesive elements are moved away from
the contacting surface, the stress within the element increases until the maximum stress, σc
is reached. The slope of this section of the traction separation law is 1× 106 MPa/µm3. As
the top of the cohesive element continues to move up, the stress in them decreases, until
the stress is 0 and the displacement reaches the specified separation, δc. The slope of this
portion of the traction separation law is dependent on the other parameters chosen. The
area under the traction separation curve is the interface toughness, Γ. The stress was varied
from 0.5 to 1.5 MPa and the work of adhesion varied from 3x10−4 to 3x10−2 J/m2.
3.2 Parametric Study of Inset Posts
To properly design composite posts it is critical to consider their geometry carefully. Initially
a modeling study of homogeneous posts was conducted to validate the model, to find an
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Figure 3.4: Schematic showing a triangular traction separation law. Stress, σc, and separation, δc,
are shown on the axes of the graph. The area under the curve is the interface toughness, Γ.
optimal height to radius ratio (H/R) and to examine the effects for various ν. Insets were
added into the homogeneous posts and the geometry is optimized for all dimensions as well
as the shape of the end of the inset.
3.3 Homogeneous Posts of Finite Height
Before examining an inset post, a simple homogeneous post will be studied to validate the
parameters used. Since the inset is assumed to be significantly stiffer than the compliant
material (Es=2.1 GPa and Ec=2.1 MPa respectively) a homogeneous post can be thought
of either as a post with Ri/R = 0 and H = h or with Ri/R = 1 and h becomes the height of
the post. In this work we will use the convention Ri/R = 1 and h is the height of the post.
To ensure the FE model is accurate for posts of all sizes at a particular ratio of height
to radius (h/R) a linear elastic model of a homogeneous post was modeled with radii of
50, 100 and 200 µm, h/R varied from 0.1 to 2 and the crack length to radii ratio, a/R,
from 0.001 up to 0.2. The normalized strain energy release rate is plotted as a function
of a/R in Fig. 3.5. Posts with the same h/R ratio collapse on to the same line on this
graph, suggesting that the size of the post is not important, only the h/R and a/R ratios
matter, therefore the radius of the post is set to 100 µm for all further work. The strain
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energy release rates found through VCCT (filled symbols in Fig. 3.5) were verified through
a calculation using the total strain energy method (open symbols in Fig. 3.5). Generally,
as crack length increases the normalized strain energy release rate does as well. Finally, the
normalized strain energy release rate is higher for posts with larger aspect ratios.
Figure 3.5: Normalized strain energy release rate plotted as a function of crack length ratio, a/R,
for H/R ratios of 0.1 and 2, but with varied R. The normalized strain energy release rates are found
through VCCT (filled symbols) and the total strain energy method (open shapes).
Next, we will examine the effect of aspect ratio of a homogeneous post as well as crack
length on the strain energy release rate and pull-off force. As a/R increases the strain energy
release rate increases for all h/R ratios examined (Fig. 3.6a). Also, the normalized strain
energy release rate is higher for posts with higher h/R ratios. Figure 3.6b shows that as the
aspect ratio of the post, h/R, increases the adhesion decreases for all a/R ratios. While the
curves are similar, the normalized pull-off force decreases as a/R increases suggesting that
the larger the crack, the lower the effective adhesion. Lastly, there is no difference among
homogeneous posts with h/R greater than 2, therefore H can be set to 200 µm without
sacrificing any information.
As is clear from Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, the crack length dramatically affects the pull-off force.
A cohesive zone model eliminates the need to assume a crack length however it introduces a
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Figure 3.6: Graphs attained through LEFM models showing a) normalized strain energy release rate
as a function of normalized crack length ratio and b) normalized pull-off force as a function of the
post's aspect ratio, h/R. In all models used an edge crack was assumed.
traction separation law which requires selection of critical parameters. Figure 3.7 examines
the effects of varying the traction separation law on the adhesion (measured by the average
stress at the interface during pull-off). From all three graphs in Fig. 3.7 it is clear that
for all stresses and work of adhesions used in the traction separation law, as h/R decreases
the adhesion stress increases. Figures 3.7a and b show the effect of varying the critical
stress in the traction separation law while keeping the work of adhesion constant (thus also
varying the separations). As the critical stress in the traction separation law increases, so
does the stress at pull-off. For all traction-separation stresses examined a shift from an edge
to a center crack was observed, however the h/R ratio where it occurs varies. Figure 3.7b
divides the average stress at pull-off by the maximum stress in the cohesive element to find
the percent of the maximum stress or efficiency of the post. From this figure it is clear
that the posts with low aspect ratios are more efficient in attachment as they achieve a
higher percent ratio of their maximum attainable stress. The lower the stress in the traction
separation law, the more efficient the adhesion is at each h/R ratio. However, when σc =
0.5 MPa there is a 4.1x increase if h/R = 0.05 is compared to a homogeneous post, whereas
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when σc = 1.5 MPa the increase over the same range is 4.7x. From Fig. 3.7c it is clear
that for a 100 fold increase in the work of adhesion, while keeping the stress in the traction
separation law constant, there is no difference in the average stress at pull-off, implying that
the work of adhesion plays a significantly less important role than the critical stress for these
simulations. From here on, the σc = 1.5 MPa and the Wa = 0.03 J/m
2 unless otherwise
stated.
Figure 3.7: Graphs of CZM results showing the effects of a) and b) varied σ and c) varied Wa on
the average stress a) and c) or the percent of the maximum stress b) over a variety of h/R ratios.
The filled in circles represent cracks initiation from the center, while the open circles are for edge
crack initiation.
The best way to understand why the pull-off force varies as a function of the h/R ratio
is to examine the stress distribution across the contacting surface (Fig. 3.8a). High h/R
ratio posts have a high stress at the edge, as is represented by a posts with h/R=2.0 in
Fig. 3.8a suggesting a crack will initiate from the post's edge. While the actual value of
the stress at the edge is dependent on the mesh chosen, the overall shape, and therefore
the effect, is accurate. As the h/R ratio decreases the stress at the edge drops, and the
stress in the center increases. Therefore, initiating a crack at the edge of the post becomes
more challenging and crack initiation from the center is more likely. For a h/R = 0.2 there
is a high stress at both the edge and center, however from Fig. 3.7 we see that the crack
initiates at the center of the post. Since the maximum stress for a post with h/R = 0.2 is
much lower than for a post with h/R = 2.0, the adhesion of the squatter post is higher. As
h/R goes even lower, h/R = 0.5 in Fig. 3.7, the stress at the edge drops further, making
crack initiation from the center even more likely, which is in fact observed in the CZM (Fig.
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3.7). Since the stress in the center is distributed over a larger region of the interface and
the maximum stress value is lower than for the higher aspect ratio posts, initiating a crack
becomes more challenging and the adhesion is expected to increase.
3.4 Composite Posts with Rigid Insets
Next the study will expand to include posts with rigid insets of various radii. As is clear
from the examination of homogeneous posts, the stress distribution along the contacting
interface of a post plays a vital role in their adhesion; it dictates the site of crack initiation
as well as the overall adhesive strength. Fig. 3.8 shows stress distributions for posts with
various h/R and Ri/R ratios. For posts with high h/R ratios (= 2) there is no effect as
Ri/R varies as these are all homogeneous posts with the same dimensions. For posts with
low h/R ratios, as Ri/R decreases the stress at the edge of the posts drops to zero. As R/Ri
decreases further the region with no stress grows larger. Simultaneously, as Ri/R decreases
the stress in the center of the post increases in magnitude and becomes concentrated over
a smaller region, making initiation of a center crack more likely. The effect of decreasing
h/R for posts with insets is generally similar to that of a homogeneous post discussed in
the previous section. However, as Ri/R gets too low the benefit of shifting the crack to the
center is diminished because the inset acts as a stress concentrator, making crack initiation
from the center easier.
Figure 3.8: Stress distributions for posts with h/R of 0.05, 0.2 and 2 and Ri/R of 1, 0.9, 0.8 and
0.6.
The linear elastic fracture mechanics and cohesive zone models both have similar trends
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if we examine adhesion as a function of the h/R and Ri/R ratios (Fig. 3.9). In the LEFM
study we use the normalized pull-off force as a measure of adhesion, while in the CZM we
use the average stress at pull-off. Since a stress is associated with the traction separation
law, examining the average stress at detachment can be measured against this maximum
stress allowed to give an idea about how effective the post is an adhesive. Examining only
the edge crack curves shows that for all posts, as h/R decreases, the adhesion increases.
This is observed in both the LEFM and CZM models. The slope of the curve for an edge
crack is steeper for samples with low Ri/R ratios (Fig. 3.9a-b), because the stress at the
edge of these posts is zero over larger regions (Fig. 3.8). When the h/R decreases enough,
the crack initiation will switch from the edge to the center (Fig. 3.9a-b). For the cases with
high Ri/R (0.9 and 1.0 for CZMs and >0.8 for LEFM models) when the crack initiation
switches to the center the adhesion continues to increase, although the rate of the increase
is different from the edge crack curve. For the CZM, if the post has a Ri/R less than 0.8,
the adhesion decreases once the crack initiation site switches from the edge to the center
(Fig. 3.9b). This is because there is an elevated stress in the center of the post making crack
initiation from that location more likely, and thus the adhesion is diminished. Similarly, the
LEFM model with a Ri/R of 0.6 initially drops but then increases for similar reasons (Fig.
3.9a).
It should be noted that for the LEFM model, the crack length affects the pull-off force
found. This effect is true for both the edge and center crack, however it is much larger for
the case of center cracks. Figure 3.10 shows an edge crack curve with an a/R ratio of 0.01
and center crack curves with a/R ratios of 0.005, 0.01 and 0.025. Larger crack lengths result
in lower pull-off forces. Since there initially is not a crack, it is not possible to know which
crack length to choose. Similarly, the crack length may vary for posts with different h/R
ratios, making choosing just one a/R ratio unrealistic.
For a direct comparison between the LEFM and CZM results, the pull-off forces for posts
with Ri/R = 0.9 are normalized by a homogeneous post from each model. As can be seen
in Fig. 3.11, the curve for an edge crack is the same for the LEFM model and for CZMs
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Figure 3.9: Graph showing the a) normalized pull-off force of LEFM models and b) average stress
at pull-off for CZM for inset posts with various Ri/R ratios at various h/R ratios. In a) the a/R
is 0.01 for the edge cracks (solid lines) and 0.05 for the center cracks (dashed line). In b), the filled
circles represent samples with cracks initiating from the center while the open faced circles represent
posts where the crack initiated at the edge.
Figure 3.10: Normalized pull-off forces for posts with various Ri/R focused on posts with low h/R
ratios. Multiple crack geometries are shown. The solid lines represent edge cracks and the dashed
lines are center cracks.
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with various stresses used in the traction separation law. The center crack was excluded for
the LEFM model as it is highly dependent on the a/R ratio. For the CZMs the differences
between the various traction separation laws emerge in the the pull-off force when the crack
initiates from the center; the higher the stress in the traction separation law the higher the
pull-off force for cracks that initiate in the center.
Figure 3.11: Graph showing the pull-off force normalized by the pull-off force for a homogeneous
post for inset posts with Ri/R = 0.9.
3.5 Composite Posts with Varied Elastic Properties
Understanding how the elastic properties of the two components provides information about
how to choose optimal materials for composite posts. In this section we will vary the
Poisson's ratio of the shell material, νs, as well as the ratio of Young's moduli of the shell
and core materials, Ec/Es. These are examined using LEFM models.
Examining stress distributions across the contacting interface provides insight into the
mechanics of posts with various νs. Figure 3.12 shows the normalized stress distributions
of posts with varied aspect ratios and Poisson's ratios. For a homogeneous post (h/R = 2)
the stress is clearly highest at the edge, making crack initiation likely at this location. This
holds true for all Poisson's ratios examined. For posts with smaller h/R ratios (0.05 and 0.2
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in Fig. 3.12) the stress at the edge drops as the h/R does. Similarly the stress at the edge
is lower for posts with larger Poisson's ratios suggesting that to achieve high adhesion the
ideal shell material would be incompressible, ν close to 0.5.
Figure 3.12: Stress distributions across the contacting surface for posts with an Ri/R ratio of 1.0
and h/R ratios of 0.05, 0.2 and 2.0 as well as ν of 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 and 0.49.
From the normalized pull-off force as a function of the aspect ratio of the post it is clear
that for all Poisson's ratios as the post gets taller the pull-off force decreases (Fig. 3.13).
This effect is seen the most strongly for posts with a Poisson's ratio near 0.5. As suggested
by the stress distributions, as the post becomes squatter the stress close to the edge drops
and the strength of the singularity decreases making the pull-off force increases.
The ratio of Young's moduli between the core and shell material, Ec/Es, affects the
adhesion of a post. From the stress distributions of posts with Ec/Es of 10, 100, and 1000
as well as h/R ratios of 0.05, 0.2, and 2 it is possible to predict where a crack will initiate
from as well as the ease of this initiation (Fig. 3.14). As seen in Fig. 3.14c, for homogeneous
posts, h/R = 2.0, the core to shell ratio has no effect on the stress distribution since there
is no inset. For posts with lower h/R ratios (Fig. 3.14a-b) the stress distributions for Ec/Es
ratios of 100 and 1000 are very similar suggesting that increasing Ec/Es above 100 does not
yield better results. However if Ec/Es is lower (i.e. 10), the stress near the edge is higher
and the strength of the singularity at the edge increases. This suggests that for the most
effective composite post Ec/Es should be greater than 100.
The normalized pull-off forces (Fig. 3.15) prove what the stress distributions implied.
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Figure 3.13: Homogeneous posts have higher normalized pull-off forces when they have high Poisson's
ratios and low H/R ratios.
Figure 3.14: Stress distributions across the contacting surface for posts with an Ri/R ratio of 0.9
and h/R ratios of 0.05, 0.2 and 2.0 as well as Ec/Es ratios of 10, 100 and 1000.
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For posts with high h/R ratios (> 0.5) there is little difference in pull-off force for the various
Ec/Es ratios examined, since the inset is far away from the contacting surface. For posts
with lower h/R ratios (0.5 > h/R > 0.1), the posts with Ec/Es of at least 100 results in
higher pull-off forces than for posts where Ec/Es is 10. There is a difference in the pull-off
force between Ec/Es = 100 and Ec/Es = 1000 for posts with very low h/R ratios (< 0.1) if
the crack initiates at the edge. If the crack starts from the center, this difference essentially
disappears. This confirms that as long as the Ec/Es ratio is at least 100 the post will achieve
optimal adhesive properties.
Figure 3.15: Graphs of the normalized pull-off force for posts with Ecore/Eshell ratios of 10, 50, 100,
500 and 1000 and with Ri/R ratios of 1.0, 0.9, 0.8 and 0.6. Changing the inset stiffness has less of
an effect if the crack initiates in the center. There is a minimal difference in pull-off force as long as
Ecore/Eshell is at least 100. The solid lines represent the center cracks and the dashed lines show
the edge cracks.
Concave and Convex Insets
Changing the shape of the end of the inset can alter the stress distribution and potentially
enhance or reduce the pull-off force of a post depending on the geometry. Circularly concave
and convex geometries were examined in this work (Fig. 3.16), but the geometric options
are seemingly endless and could be expanded to include ellipses or multiple curves. They
could also hypothetically be designed to have a slant or other asymmetry, most likely causing
different responses to shear in opposite directions.
The stress distributions on the contacting surface vary significantly with the shape of
the inset (Fig. 3.17). The convex inset increases the stress in the center of the post while
lowering the stress at the edge. The concave inset increases the stress at the edge of the inset
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Figure 3.16: Images of inset posts with concave, convex and flat insets. Important dimensions are
shown.
and decreases the stress in the center. For posts with concave insets and a h/R = 0.05, a
peak in the stress occurs under the edge of the inset. This peak is also seen in homogeneous
mushroom shaped posts. Clearly the curvature of the concavity or convexity will play a role
in the stress distributions; all data for convex and concave cases shown here is for Rκ = 0.5.
Another way to observe the effect of varying the geometry of the inset is the normalized
strain energy release rate (Fig. 3.18). Similarly to Fig. 3.10, three a/R ratios are shown for
center cracks while only one is used for edge cracks because the length of the crack affects
the strain energy more for cracks that initiate at the center than the edge. For the edge
cracks (solid green lines in Fig. 3.18), the strain energy release rate increases across the
board if a flat inset is changed to a convex one. Similarly, all of the center crack strain
energy release rates increase when switching from a flat inset to a convex one. This effect is
more extreme at lower h/R ratios. In fact the convex samples see increasing strain energy
release rate with decreasing h/R ratio, while for a flat sample as h/R decreases so does the
strain energy release rate. For the concave insets the strain energy release rate is higher for
all concave insets than for flat insets with the same Ri/R ratio. The strain energy release
rates are lower for center cracks on posts with concave insets than of flat ones.
Similar trends can be observed when looking at pull-off force (Fig. 3.19). The strain
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Figure 3.17: Stress distributions along the contacting interface for posts with insets that are concave,
flat and convex.
Figure 3.18: Normalized critical strain energy release rates for posts with concave, convex and flat
insets when center and edge cracks are assumed.
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energy release rates are used to calculate the pull-off forces, and since a lower strain energy
release rate results in a higher pull-off force the trends seen are inverted when examining
pull-off.
Figure 3.19: Normalized pull-off force for posts with concave, convex and flat insets when center
and edge cracks are assumed.
3.6 Conclusions
Generally, posts with low h/R ratios have higher adhesion than posts with higher h/R ratios
under all circumstances examined. The CZM predicts that an Ri/R ratio of 1 achieves
higher adhesion than lower ratios, however the LEFM model suggests that any Ri/R >0.8 is
sufficient. It is also worth noting that these models are idealized and therefore have no defects
or fabrication challenges associated with them. In practice these posts are complicated to
produce and it is likely that imperfections would occur on their edges which is a more
sensitive region on the posts with higher Ri/R ratios and therefore a lower Ri/R ratio may
be better. The stress models suggest that a Ri/R ratio of 0.8-0.9 is ideal as the stress at the
edge is zero, while the stress in the center is distributed over a large enough area that the
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inset is not acting as a stress concentrator.
The materials used for the core and the shell are also critical to ensure the greatest
adhesion possible with an inset post. The shell is ideally incompressible, since substantial
decreases in adhesion is observed as ν gets lower. The Ec/Es ratio needs to be at least 100
to achieve the highest increase in adhesion, however using a larger ratio has no negative
effects, allowing for a wide range of possible materials for both components. The geometry
of the inset also effects the stress distribution along the contacting interface and therefore
the adhesion. Both the concave and convex insets preform poorer than the flat inset.
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Chapter 4
Single Meso-Scale Posts
This chapter is adapted from Achieving enhanced and tunable adhesion via composite posts,
H.K. Minsky and K.T. Turner, Applied Physics Letters 106 201604 (2015) [31].
Posts consisting of a stiff core and compliant shell have enhanced adhesion under normal
loading and the pull-off can be reduced via the application of shear. The mechanics of these
posts are studied here on single mm-scale posts primarily due to ease of fabrication and
testing and to prove the concept has merit. The adhesion mechanics of composite posts are
demonstrated here through a combination of finite element simulations and experimental
measurements on individual millimeter-scale posts.
4.1 Fabrication and Experimental Setup
PDMS posts with polyetheretherketone (PEEK) cores were fabricated via a molding process.
The cores and walls of the molds were made via machining. The cores, which have a radius
of 1.25 mm and a range of heights, were attached to a stiff back plate. A silicon wafer was
used as the bottom of the mold to ensure that the contact surface of post was smooth and
flat. The mold was formed by clamping the machined part, which was treated with Trichloro
(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to facilitate release,
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Figure 4.1: a) Schematic of a composite post with a stiff core and compliant shell (Ec >> Es)
adhered to a rigid surface. In this work, posts with R=1.5 mm, Ri = 1.25 mm, H=6.4 mm and
h/R from 0.1 to 1.3 are examined. Photographs of a b) homogeneous PDMS post (no core) and c)
a composite post with a PEEK core and PDMS shell.
into contact with a silicon wafer. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corporation, Midland,
MI) with a 10:1 weight ratio of base elastomer to curing agent was prepared, degassed for
30 minutes in a vacuum, poured into the molds, and then degassed for an additional 30
minutes. The cores, which were treated with 1200 OS primer (Dow Corning, Midland, MI)
to enhance adhesion to PDMS, were then inserted into the mold and clamped in place. The
mold assembly was heated in an oven at 85◦ C for 4 hours to cure the PDMS. After cooling,
the posts were removed from the mold (Figs. 4.1b and 4.1c).
Pull off tests were performed using a custom mechanical test system consisting of a
stepper motor-driven translation stage (Zaber Technologies, Vancouver, British Columbia)
and a load cell with a full-scale range of 20 N (Cooper Instruments and Systems, Warrenton,
VA). In a typical test, a glass slide was fixed to an x-y translation stage supported on a
tip-tilt platform and a composite post was mounted above the slide on the load cell. The
slide was first aligned to the post using the tip-tilt stage by optical observation through the
glass slide. For the normal pull-off force measurements, the post was brought into contact
with the slide at a speed of 0.2 µm/s until a preload of 300 mN was reached, the post was
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held at the preload for 20 seconds to ensure the system was stable, and then the post was
retracted at a speed of 2 µm/s. The preload was chosen to ensure conformal contact. While
retraction speed will likely effect the pull-off force, this effect was not investigated here as
the focus of this work is on the composition and geometry of the post. A microscope with
a 2.5× objective and CMOS (1024 × 1280) camera (Pixelink A741, Ottowa, Ontario) was
mounted beneath the glass slide and images of the contact were acquired throughout the
test to identify where delamination initiated. Pull-off force measurements in the presence
of shear were performed in a similar manner, except that after the 20 second hold period a
controlled shear displacement was applied before the post was retracted. The pull-off force
in all cases was defined as the peak tensile force measured during retraction of the post.
4.2 Finite Element Models
Finite element (FE) modeling (Abaqus 6.9, Providence, RI) was used to calculate the stress
distribution along the interface as well as the strain energy release rates for composite posts
with different geometries. A 2D axisymmetric model was used to examine behavior under
normal loading and a 2D plane strain model was used to examine the effect of shear loading.
The posts (Fig. 4.1a) investigated had an outer radius, R, of 1.5 mm and a height, H, of 6.4
mm, which matched the posts used in the experiments. The radius of the core, Ri, was 1.25
mm and t was varied between 100 and 1500 µm. In the plane strain model, the radius values
refer to the half width of the structure. The specific mesh for each model was determined
through convergence studies. The elastic properties of the shell were E s=2.1 MPa and
νs=0.49, (representative of polydimethylsiloxane - PDMS) and the core were E c=3.6 GPa
and νc=0.3 (representative of polyetheretherketone - PEEK). The nodes along the bottom
of the post were constrained in all directions. The interface between the core and shell were
modeled as perfectly bonded. To investigate normal loading, the nodes along the top of the
post were displaced an equal amount in z and the radial positions were fixed to represent
the fact that the post is bonded to a stiff support plate. To investigate shear using the plane
strain model, the top nodes were displaced in both the z and x directions.
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4.3 Normal Loading Results
Experimental results for normal loading show that as h/R decreases, the pull-off force in-
creases (Fig. 4.2). Adding a stiff core results in a pull-off force that is more than a factor 3
greater than a homogeneous (i.e., no core) post with the same dimensions. The highest pull-
off forces are achieved when the crack initiates in the center, as expected. Overall, the FE
predictions agree with the experimental results. Based on the experimental results and the
FE model, the interface toughness of the PDMS-glass interface is estimated to be 0.5±0.05
J/m2. This value is higher than some reported measurements of PDMS-glass toughness
taken at slow speeds which show ≈ 0.1-0.2 J/m2 [32, 33], however PDMS adhesion is highly
rate dependent and toughness varies over a wide range (up to 150x change due to peeling
speed) [25, 34]. The experimental and FE results for center delamination both show a clear
local minimum in the pull-off force at h/R ≈ 0.2. This minimum occurs because of two com-
peting effects: (1) as h increases, the maximum stress at the center of the post decreases,
and (2) as h decreases the volume of strained material beneath the core decreases, resulting
in a lower strain energy release rate.
4.4 Shear Loading Results
It was observed experimentally that applying a shear displacement, d, decreases the pull-off
force for all the posts, however the responses are quite different depending on h/R (Fig.
4.3). The experiments and FE models for a homogeneous post show a linear relationship
between shear displacement and pull-off force. The pull-off force decreases by half when
d/H=0.017. Posts with relatively large values of h/R (h/R > 0.5), also exhibit a linear
decrease in pull-off force with increasing shear displacement in both the experimental and
FE results. In Fig. 4.3, the behavior of posts of this type are represented by a post with
h/R = 0.9. Under a pure normal load, this composite post requires a higher pull-off force
than the homogeneous post, however if d/H>0.004 the post requires less pull-off force than
the homogeneous post. If d/H > 0.16 the post will separate from the surface with negligible
pull-off force. This illustrates that even posts with large h/R offer substantial tunability.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental measurements and FE predictions of pull-off forces in pure normal loading
as a function of h/R. The pull-off values are normalized by the pull-off force of a homogeneous
control post, Pc. As h/R decreases, the pull-off increases and the location where delamination
initiates switches from the edge to the center. The FE predictions show the pull-off force predicted
assuming a center crack (solid line) and an edge crack (dashed line). The pull-off force that would
be achieved at each h/R ratio is the lower value of these two curves. Each data point is the average
of six measurements and the error bars represent the standard deviation.
Figure 4.3: Experimental results and FE predictions of normal pull-off force when a shear displace-
ment is applied for posts with various h/R. The applied shear is expressed in terms of a post-level
shear strain, which the shear displacement divided by the post height, d/H. Applying a shear dis-
placement decreases the pull-off force. Each data point is the average of six measurements and the
error bars (which are smaller than the markers) represent the standard deviation.
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Experimental measurements show that the pull-off force depends nonlinearly on shear
displacement for posts with h/R < 0.5. These posts are represented in Fig. 4.3 by a post
with h/R = 0.3. The pull-off force decreases by more than 9× from from the pure normal
loading case to a case when d/H=0.022. If d/H>0.01, the composite post has a lower
pull-off than the homogeneous control post under the same shear displacement. The FE
predictions for posts with low h/R values show a similar trend to the experimental results,
but there are differences. The FE results show a nonlinear relationship between pull-off force
and shear with a clear change in slope when d/H>0.005, similar to the experiments. This
change in slope occurs because the location of crack initiation switches from the center to
the edge of the post at this point. The differences between the experimental and FE results
is likely due to the fact that the FE model is 2D plane strain while the actual post is a 3D
cylinder.
4.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that a composite post with a stiff core and a compliant
shell provides enhanced adhesion under pure normal loading and that the pull-off force can
be substantially decreased by the application of shear. Thus, composite posts serve as a
basic structure to achieve tunable adhesion. Under normal loading, the pull-off force of a
composite post with a low h/R is more than three times higher than the pull-off force of
a homogeneous post. The same composite post was found to have a lower pull-off than
the control post when a sufficiently large shear displacement is applied. The composite post
geometry presented here has three main benefits compared to fibrillar structures that exploit
geometry only. First, the composite post structure provides enhanced adhesion under normal
loading and the adhesion can be decreased through the application of shear. In general, the
compliance of mushroom-shaped posts limits the ability to use shear to strongly change the
effective adhesion. Secondly, these structures are simple and relatively easy to manufacture
because of the absence of reentrant features. Third, the shear response is not directionally
dependent, thus a shear displacement to the left or right will have the same effect on the
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pull-off force. This is different than asymmetric structures that have been used in the past to
tune adhesion via shear. Finally, we note that while the structures used here to demonstrate
the essential mechanics of composite posts millimeter-scale, the mechanics that gives these
posts their enhanced adhesion under normal loading and tunability via shear is expected to
hold even if the post diameter is scaled to the micrometer-level.
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Chapter 5
Single Sub-mm Scale Posts for
Microtransfer Printing
Composite posts on the sub-mm scale are desirable as the can be used for microtransfer
printing. Scaling down from the mm- to the sub-mm scale increases the strength enhance-
ment of a single composite post compared to an identical post on the larger scale. These
posts require fabrication in a microfabrication facility. Individual sub-mm scale composite
post fabrication is a key step in the process of making arrays of them on the µm-scale.
5.1 Fabrication and Experimental Setup
Post Fabrication
Figure 5.1: Optical images of a) square and b) circular composite posts.
Circular and square composite posts were fabricated by molding a polydimethylsiloxane
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(PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, MI) shell on an SU-8 core (Fig.
5.1). The posts had an outer radius/half side length, R, of 100 µm and a height, H, of 45
µm. The radius/half side length of the core, Ri, was 90 µm and the layer of PDMS between
the end of the post and the surface of the core, h, was varied between 13 and 45 µm. The
elastic properties of the shell were E s=2.1 MPa and νs=0.49, (PDMS) and of the core were
E c=2.0 GPa and νc=0.35 (SU-8). The cores and molds used in the process were patterned
via photolithography (MA6, SUSS MicroTec, Schleissheimer, Germany) on glass wafers (Fig.
5.2). Dies with individual cores were coated with 1200 OS primer (Dow Corning, Midland,
MI) to promote adhesion to PDMS. The mold was treated with Trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorooctyl) silane (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to facilitate release and then filled
with 10:1 weight ratio of base elastomer to curing agent of PDMS. The cores, held by vacuum
tweezers, were aligned optically with the mold using an inverted microscope. The PDMS
was curred at 85◦ C for 4 hours on a hotplate before removing the composite posts from
the mold. The thickness of the PDMS between the core and the contacting surface, h, was
measured using a white light interferometer (Zygo, Middlefield, CT).
Adhesion Measurement Setup
Pull-off tests to measure post adhesion were performed using a custom mechanical test
system (Fig. 5.3) consisting of a servomotor-driven translation stage (PRO165, Aerotech,
Pittsburgh, PA) and a load cell with a full-scale range of 10 grams (LFS 242, Cooper
Instruments and Systems, Warrenton, VA). The load data was recorded via a DAQ (NI
USB-6211, National Instruments, Austin, TX) at a sampling rate of 15kHz in LabVIEW
(National Instruments, Austin, TX). In a typical test, a piece of clean silicon was fixed to
the load cell mounted on a x-y translation stage on a tip-tilt platform. A composite post
was mounted above the silicon on a x-y translation and rotation stage with an aperture
to allow for viewing via a microscope (Precise Eye 1-62840, Navitar, Rochester, NY) fitted
with a 10× objective and a CCD camera (XC-E150, Sony, San Jose, CA) mounted above
the sample. The post and silicon were aligned using the tip-tilt stage, initially by optical
observation and then by iteratively measuring the pull-off force and adjusting the tip-tilt
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Figure 5.2: Composite post fabrication process. Molds and cores were fabricated from SU-8 coated
on glass wafers via photolithography. The inset is aligned before it is placed in the PDMS filled
mold.
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Figure 5.3: Photograph and schematic of custom mechanical test set up.
stage to maximize the pull-off force.
For the normal pull-off force measurements, the post was brought into contact with the
silicon at a speed of 1 µm/s until a preload of 20 mN was reached, the post was held at
the preload for 30 seconds to ensure the system was stable, and then the post was retracted
at a speed of 1, 10 or 100 µm/s. Pull-off force measurements in the presence of shear
were performed in a similar manner, except that after the hold period a controlled shear
displacement (from 10 to 60 µm in increments of 10 µm) was applied via motorized stage
before the post was retracted at a speed of 1 µm/sec. The pull-off force in all cases was
defined as the peak tensile force measured during retraction.
Microtransfer Printing Samples Fabrication and Testing
Silicon membranes, with dimensions of 200 × 200 × 5 µm, for microtransfer printing studies
(Fig. 5.4) were fabricated on a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer with a 5 µm thick device
layer. Initially the wafer was coated with a photoresist, S1818, and patterned via laser direct
writing (DWL 66+, Heidelberg Instruments, Heidelberg, Germany). The device layer was
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etched by SF6 (DRIE) and then the buried oxide layer was removed by a wet etch in HF for
90 minutes. The membranes were attached to the device layer by 32 tethers (8 on each side).
The tethers were 5 µm wide and decrease in width to 2 µm near the attachment point to the
membrane. In the retrieval tests, a 200 × 200 µm square post was brought into contact with
the sample at a rate of 1 µm/s, held at 10 mN for 30 seconds, and the stamp is retracted at
a rate of 1 mm/s. If the membrane was retrieved the membrane is subsequently printed by
bringing it into contact with a silicon surface, applying a shear displacement and retracting
the stamp at a rate of 1 µm/s. The shear displacement applied increased from 0 µm to 100
µm in increments of 20 µm until the membrane is printed. Normal force is measured and
monitored throughout the process.
Figure 5.4: a) A 5 µm thick released silicon membrane that is tethered to an unreleased portion of the
device layer. The membrane was 200 × 200 µm. b) Illustration of the sample and tether geometry,
including an enlarged view of a tether. c) Fabrication process for making silicon membranes from a
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer for microtransfer printing experiments.
5.2 Mechanics Modeling
The adhesive properties of composite posts are defined, in large part, by their geometry.
The posts in this study are 45 µm tall and have a radius of 100 µm if they are circular or a
side length of 200 µm if they are square. The ratio of inset radius, Ri, to the overall radius,
R, is fixed at 0.9. The ratio of shell material under the inset, h, to post radius, R, is varied
from 0.13 to 0.45, where h/R = 0.45 is a homogeneous post made entirely of the compliant
material. The shell material had a Young's modulus of 2.1 MPa and a Poisson's ratio of
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0.49 to mimic PDMS while the inset's Young's modulus is 2 GPa and its Poisson's ratio is
0.35 to simulate SU8.
Finite element (FE) simulations (Abaqus 6.9, Providence, RI), described in the section 3,
were used to parametrically study the effect of post geometry on the adhesion of composite
posts. Stress distributions at the interface and pull-off forces were calculated. The stress
distribution at the contacting surface plays a critical role in the initiation of a crack at
the interface and, thus the pull-off force. For a homogeneous post (Ri/R = 1) that has a
sufficiently large height to radius ratio, H/R, the stress will be significantly higher at the
edge of the post than in the center (Fig. 5.5). For two of the homogeneous posts examined
here with the highest H/R ratios (H/R = 0.4 and H/R = 2), the stress is highest at the
edge. The post with H/R = 2 has high stress at the edge and in the center it is quite
uniformly low. For H/R = 0.4, the peak stress is still at the edge, however the stress
increases in the center due to the low aspect ratio. If the homogeneous post is made even
shorter (H/R = 0.1) it is clear that the stress is higher in the center and lower close to
the edge with a slight increase at the actual edge. As these stress distributions are found
through FE simulations it is important to note that the actual value at the edge of the post
is dependent on the mesh selected, however the trend is accurate. When comparing an inset
post (Ri/R = 0.9) to a thin homogeneous post(Ri/R = 1) with the same h/R ratio (0.1) the
general shape of the average stress for both posts is similar, however for the inset post the
stress near the edge drops more than for the thin homogeneous post. The lower the stress
is at the edge of the post results in a higher pull-off force, thus the inset post is expected
to have higher adhesion under normal loading than a flat homogeneous post with the same
thickness and significantly higher adhesion than the taller homogeneous posts.
FE simulations can also be used to predict pull-off forces. In addition to post geometry,
the pull-off forces predicted by these simulations depend on the assumed interface toughness
and crack length. The normalized pull-off force, PF /
√
(ΓER3), is mapped as a function of
h/R and a/R in Fig. 5.6. From this map it is clear that for a specific h/R ratio varying the
crack length (from a/R = 0.001 to 0.035) has a minimal effect on the pull-off force. However
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Figure 5.5: Stress distributions at the post-surface interface.
varying the h/R ratio for a fixed crack length has a large effect on the pull-off force. It was
found that for any a/R ratio the normalized pull-off force can be fit to a curve defined by:
PF√
ΓER3
= α
(
t
R
)β (5.1)
where α and β are fitting parameters and vary slightly depending on the crack length
chosen. Since there is no defined crack in the posts tested, we take the α and β as the
crack length goes to zero (α = 6.9 and β = −1.1) when analyzing experimental data. Once
this assumption is made only one fitting parameter, Γ, remains which can be found through
finding the best fits to the experimental data. The pull-off force is normalized by (ΓR3E)1/2
due to the scaling that is apparent in the analysis of a rigid punch in contact with a thin
film [7, 8], which is a similar problem.
5.3 Results
Figure 5.7 shows the experimental measured adhesive pull-off force at three different speeds
for square and circular composite posts (Fig. 5.1) with a range of h/R values. The results
show that the addition of a stiff core, which leads to a lower h/R, results in a pull-off force
that is up to >9× larger than a homogeneous (i.e. no core) post with the same dimensions
(1 µm/sec data). When the retraction rate is increased, the pull-off forces also increases
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Figure 5.6: Map of normalized pull-off force as a function of crack length normalized by post radius
and thickness of PDMS below the core normalized by the post radius.
Figure 5.7: Pull-off forces of composite posts with various h/R ratios at retraction speeds of a) 1,
b) 10, and c) 100 µm/s. The circle and square markers represent experimental measurements on
circular and square posts, respectively. The dashed lines are a fit of the FE results (Eq. 5.1) with
one free parameter, the interface toughness, Γ. Each marker represents the average of 3 tests and
the error bars show the maximum and minimum values measured.
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with decreasing h/R, however the difference in pull-off between the largest and smallest h/R
is only 7 times at 10 µm/sec and 5× at 100 µm/sec. This decrease in enhancement with
increasing speed is predominantly due to the fact that the pull-off force of the homogeneous
posts (h/R = 0.45) increases more with increasing speed than the pull-off forces of the posts
with the lower h/R ratios. The rate dependence in these tests arises from the viscoelasticity
of PDMS, hence the posts with smaller h/R ratios, which have a smaller volume of PDMS,
are less sensitive to retraction rate.
The enhancement in adhesion due to the inclusion of a stiff core observed here is sig-
nificantly higher than that seen for meso-scale composite posts (Chapter 4) where a 3×
enhancement was observed as h/R was reduced from 3.5 to 0.1 [31]. The key difference
between these two studies is that for the mm-scale posts in Chapter 4 [31], cracks were
observed to initiate from the center of the post at small h/R ratios. However, in the present
study of micro-scale posts crack initiation was observed to always be from the edge, even at
small h/R. The lack of center crack initiation in these microscale posts may be due to an
absence of defects in the central region of the bonded interface, however the suppression of
center cracks is not fully understood.
The FE results, as described by Eq. 5.1, were fit to the experimental results with the
interface toughness, Γ, as the fit parameter. Fits to the experimental data are shown in Fig.
5.7 and Γ was determined as 0.69, 0.72, and 0.84 J m−2 for retraction speeds of 1, 10, and
100 µm/s respectively. As expected, the interface toughness increases with retraction speed.
Note that the FE model, which was an axisymmetric model, fits the data for the circular
posts better than the square post data. The interface toughness values obtained from the
fitting are higher than some values reported for PDMS [32, 33]. They are significantly
lower than those found by Chen et al. whose work showed that the interface toughness is
dependent on crack tip speed [35]. It is hard to compare directly to literature values as the
toughness of PDMS-silicon interfaces is highly rate dependent and the crack speed at the
interface [36] in the current measurements is unknown.
The effective adhesion strength of these posts, which is pull-off force divided by contact
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area, ranges from 0.12 MPa for a square post with h/R = 0.45 up to 1.5 MPa for a cylindrical
post with h/R = 0.13. These strengths are much higher than those measured on the mm-
scale posts [31], which had strengths from 0.07 MPa for an homogeneous control post to 0.2
MPa for a composite post with h/R = 0.1 (and a crack that initiates at the center of the
post). Based on the scaling observed in the FE analysis and previous analyses of flat punch
adhesion to thin films [8], the effective adhesive strength is expected to scale as:
σpull−off ∝
√
ΓE
R
(5.2)
For fixed interface toughness and Young's modulus, a 3.9× increase in adhesion strength
is expected as the radius is reduced from 1.5 mm to 100 µm while keeping h/R constant.
We are unable to directly compare the adhesion strength of the mm- and micro-scale posts
as the whole range of h/R ratios (h/R = 0.1 - 0.45) for the micro-scale posts falls within the
center crack regime for the mm-scale posts (h/R < 0.5). The micro-scale composite posts
here, with a strength of 1.5 MPa, also have significantly higher strength than individual
micro-scale mushroom pillars which have pull-off strengths up to 300 kPa [37] as well as
mm-scale composite posts designed for rough surfaces which have pull-off strengths up to
80 kPa [38].
The effective adhesion strength can be reduced through the application of shear. It was
experimentally observed that applying a shear displacement, d, decreased the pull-off force
for all posts tested, however the effect of shear depends on h/R as well as the shape (circular
or square) of the posts (Fig. 5.8). The pull-off force of the square and circular homogeneous
posts both decreased by a factor of 4 when a shear displacement of d/R = 0.6 is applied.
For the square post with a low h/R (i.e. 0.13 in Fig. 5.8) there is a factor of 3 decrease in
pull-off force with the same shear displacement applied. The circular post with a low h/R
ratio (0.21 in Fig. 5.8) experiences a reduction of a factor of 7 in pull-off force with the
same amount of shear. For posts with larger h/R ratios (0.20 for square posts and 0.26 for
circular posts) the pull-off force does not decrease with small shear displacements, but then
decreases in a manner similar to the other composite posts.
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Figure 5.8: Measurements of pull-off force when a shear displacement is applied. Results for square
and circular posts with various h/R are shown. The applied shear is expressed in terms of the shear
displacement divided by the post radius, d/R. Each data point is the average of six measurements.
For all posts tested applying a shear displacement reduced the normal pull-off force. The open circles
represent circular posts while the filled squares are for square posts.
Transfer Printing Results
The ability to switch these posts from a state of high adhesion under normal loading to low
adhesion under shear makes them ideal for use as stamps for microtransfer printing [27] in
which high adhesion is needed during retrieval and low adhesion is required for printing.
In the print trials, each post tested was used to attempt to pick up 10 Si samples with
dimensions of 200 × 200 × 5 µm. The samples were tethered to the substrate with Si
tethers, similar to work by Baca et al. [39] and Meitl et al. [27], thus a finite force was
required to retrieve the samples. The control post was unable to pick up any of them as the
maximum pull-off force it achieved was 17.4 ± 2.4 mN. A composite post with a h/R of 0.2
was able to pick up all ten of the samples at a force of 38.9 ± 3.7 mN. It should be noted
that the pull-off forces when retracted at a rate of 1 mm/s, the same retraction rate used to
pick up the samples, from flat silicon are 15.6 ± 0.6 and 60.8 ± 2.1 mN for the control and
composite posts respectively. Seven of the samples picked up with the composite post were
able to be printed on a silicon surface with 60 µm (once), 80 µm (4×) or 100 µm (twice) of
shear displacement. The printing yield is believed to be affected by small particles on the
bottom of the silicon membranes or on the printing surface, therefore we believe this yield
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could be improved if the apparatus was installed in a clean room rather than a traditional
lab space.
Figure 5.9: Photos of various stages of the transfer printing process. Initially a) the stamp (two
concentric square on the left) and the sample (square on the right with dots on it) are out of contact.
b) The stamp and sample are aligned and c) brought into contact. Then, d) the stamp is retracted,
picking up the sample. e) The sample is pushed into contact with the Si surface and f) a shear
displacement is applied. g) A crack initiates and h) propagates across the stamp-sample interface
until i) the two separate j) leaving the sample on the Si surface.
5.4 Summary and Conclusions
In conclusion, this chapter has shown that a composite post with a stiff core and a compli-
ant shell provides enhanced adhesion compared to a homogeneous post under pure normal
loading and that the pull-off force of the same post can be substantially decreased by the
application of shear. Thus, composite posts serve as a basic structure to achieve enhanced
and tunable adhesion. Under normal loading, the pull-off force of a composite post with a
low h/R is more than nine times higher than the pull-off force of a homogeneous post. The
effective adhesion strength of these posts was greater than 1.5 MPa in some cases, which is
a high strength for a van der Waals mediated contact. Circular composite posts were found
to have up to a 7× reduction in adhesion when a sufficiently large shear displacement is
applied compared to a 4× reduction for a similar homogeneous post. These composite posts
were also used as stamps in a microtransfer printing process.
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Chapter 6
Micro-Scale Arrays
Arrays of micro-scale composite posts have the potential for use in a number of broader
applications compared to single posts. Arrays can support larger loads as they allow large
contact areas. Furthermore, as the load is shared by the array and there is redundancy,
the contact of each post becomes less critical. This allows for high adhesion even in dirty
environments or if contact on some of the posts is not ideal. Finally, as shown here, arrays
of composite posts retain high adhesion when small shear displacements are applied. This
is a change from the behavior of individual posts, where shear reduces the effective adhesive
strength of the posts, however with sufficient shear, the pull-off force of the arrays does
decrease.
6.1 Fabrication and Experimental Setup
Arrays of composite posts with a silicon core surrounded by a PDMS layer (Fig. 6.1) were
fabricated via a molding process (Fig. 6.2). First the silicon cores were fabricated through
a series of micro-fabrication steps. The pattern (Fig. 6.3), both the insets and alignment
marks, was directly written with a DWL 66+ (Heidelberg Instruments, Heidelberg, Ger-
many) on a Si wafer with a 7 micron thick coating of SPR220-7 photoresist (Dow, Midland,
MI). After patterning, the resist was given at least two hours to rehydrate, before being
placed on a 115◦C hotplate for two minutes. MF-26A (Dow, Midland, MI) was used to
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Figure 6.1: Images of arrays of micro-scale composite posts. Schematic of a single composite post
from the side and top, with relevant parameters labeled.
develop the wafer. A deep reactive ion etcher (SPTS, Newport, England) was used to etch
the space around the insets to a specific height which is varied depending on the desired h.
A Remover PG (Microchem, Newton, MA) bath at 60◦C for 10 minutes was used to remove
the developed SPR220-7. The molds were made by casting 10:1 PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow
Corning Corporation, Midland, MI) against a silicon master, which is created in a similar
manner to the insets. The main differences are that the radii of the circles in the elements
within the written patterns are larger (the radii of the circles was 100 µm rather than 90 µm)
and that masters are etched to a depth of 120 µm. The master is treated with O2 plasma
and then Trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to
facilitate release. The PDMS molds are cured for 48 hours at 25◦C to prevent shrinkage
of the features. The molds are also treated with O2 plasma and Trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorooctyl) silane. The silicon inset wafer and PDMS mold, filled with uncured PDMS,
are aligned on an EVG620 Automated Bond Alignment System (EVG, St. Florian am Inn,
Austria). The PDMS is cured for 48 hours at 25◦C under a 10 kg weight. Once the PDMS
is cured, the mold is peeled away leaving an array of silicon insets with PDMS shells.
A custom mechanical test system was used to perform pull-off experiments (Fig. 5.3).
A stepper motor-driven translation stage (PRO165, Aerotech, Pittsburgh, PA) and a load
cell with a full-scale range of 5 lb (Cooper Instruments and Systems, Warrenton, VA). The
array of posts was attached to the load cell atop an x-y translation stage supported on
a tip-tilt platform. A flat punch indenter, either glass (made from an optical Borofloat
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Figure 6.2: Fabrication process flow for arrays of composite posts. Mold fabrication is shown in
steps a-r), inset fabrication is shown in steps s-v) and the steps to make composite posts are w-y).
a) and s) Wafers are spun with SPR 220-7. b) and t) The SPR is patterned through a direct write
process, developed and then c) and u) etched via DRIE. d) and v) The developed photoresist is
removed from the etched wafers. h) A glass slide acts as a spacer for the mold. e) and i) Plasma
treating the mold master and the glass slide is followed by f) and j) silanization. g) PDMS is poured
into the mold master. k) PET is placed on a silicon wafer and l) then treated with 120 Primer.
m) The glass slides are placed a top the PET and PDMS is poured over this surface. o) The parts
made in g) and n) are combined and the PDMS sandwiched between the two wafers is allowed to
cure. p) The PDMS mold is taken off the master and then q) plasma treated and r) silanized. The
PDMS mold, r), and the silicon inset, v), are w) aligned in a wafer aligner, x) pressed into contact
and allowed to cure for 48 hours at 25◦C. y) The composite posts are removed from the mold.
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Figure 6.3: Image of pattern for insets. The circle shows the overall outline of a 100 mm wafer. The
two small marks on the sides are alignment marks. The arrays of circles are broken up into squares
with 12.5 mm side lengths and 10 mm by 50 mm long strips. The patterns in the three squares and
two strips have the same size posts and spacing. The diameter of each inset is 190 µm, the center
to center distance between pillars is 400 mum, and they are on a hexagonal grid.
window) or PDMS (cast from a glass indenter), with a diameter of 5 mm and 1.75 mm tall
was mounted with a perpendicular brace to the translation stage and above the array of
posts. A Guppy Pro camera (Allied Vision, Exton, PA) with a lens (NVM-50M23, Navitar,
Rochester, New York) or microscope (Precise Eye 1-62840, Navitar, Rochester, NY) fitted
with a 5× objective is aligned above the indenter to allow for visualization of the contact.
The indenter was first aligned to the array using the tip-tilt stage by optical observation, and
then by tracking the pull-off force and iterating the tip-tilt stage until the pull-off force is
maximized. For the normal pull-off force measurements, the post was brought into contact
with the punch at a speed of 1 µm/s until a selected preload was reached, the indenter was
held at the preload for 30 seconds to ensure the system was stable, and then retracted at
a rate of 10 µm/s. When a shear displacement is applied, the pull-off force measurements
are performed in a similar manner. The differences are that after the 30 second hold period
a controlled shear displacement was applied followed by a 10 second hold period before the
indenter was retracted. The pull-off force in all cases was defined as the peak tensile force
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measured during retraction.
6.2 Normal Loading Results
Initially, normal pull-off force tests using a glass indenter were performed at a range of
preloads (Fig. 6.4), to establish what preload was sufficient. As seen in Fig. 6.4 for arrays
of posts with high h/R ratios, the effect of preload is relatively small; presumably since most
posts achieve uniform contact under relatively low preloads. For arrays of posts with lower
h/R ratios, the pull-off force increases significantly as the preload does, implying that higher
preloads are required to ensure all the posts are in conformal contact. The pull-off force of
the indenter against a flat piece of PDMS is also measured for comparison. The arrays have
23% of the contact area of the flat piece of PDMS, yet if the h/R ratio is reduced to 0.21
the same pull-off force as a flat piece of PDMS can be achieved.
Figure 6.4: Pull-off force as a function of preload for composite posts with various h/R ratios.
Preload has a minimal effect on posts with high h/R ratios, and large effect on posts with low h/R
ratios. The pull-off force of arrays of posts are also compared to that of a flat slab of PDMS. Arrays
of posts with h/R = 0.21 reach higher pull-off forces than the flat slab of PDMS despite significantly
less area in contact.
As is seen for individual composite posts, arrays with lower h/R ratios have higher
adhesion than homogeneous posts. A 3× increase in adhesion for arrays with low h/R
ratios compared to homogeneous arrays, was seen with both a glass indenter (Fig. 6.5) and
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a PDMS indenter (Fig. 6.6), however the pull-off force against the glass indenter is about
2.5× higher for all arrays than against a PDMS indenter. Also, it is notable that posts
with h/R > 0.75 (against a glass indenter) or h/R > 1.0 (against a PDMS indenter) behave
similarly to a homogeneous post, suggesting that the inset is too far from the contacting
surface to have an effect on the pull-off force.
A 3D LEFM model of an individual cylindrical composite post was used to calculate the
strain energy release rate at the interface. 3CD8R elements were used. The elements around
the crack tip were 1 µm square in the lateral directions and 3 µm tall. These elements also
were organized on a grid aligned with the crack so that VCCT could be used to find the
strain energy release rate as well as the pull-off force. Away from the crack the elements
are up to 5 µm in the lateral directions and up to 14.5 µm out of plane. The crack was
assumed to be a straight line on one side of the post which was at most 5 µm away from
the edge. To scale from the array down to an individual post, it was assumed that all the
posts supported an equal part of the load. This FE model predicts G = 0.085 J/m2 (solid
line in Fig. 6.5).
One way to compare the pull-off force of arrays and individual posts is to consider the
effective adhesion strength. The strength (pull-off force divided by area of the indenter) of
the homogeneous arrays is 0.012 MPa. For low h/R arrays, the strength reached 0.04 MPa.
These are significantly lower than the strengths associated with individual micro-scale posts
(from 0.12 - 1.5 MPa) and individual mm-scale posts (0.07 - 0.2 MPa). However if we only
consider the area in contact (23 % of the indenter area) the strengths vary from 0.05 MPa
to 0.17 MPa, which are quite similar to the strengths of individual mm-scale homogeneous
posts. It is also worth noting that the h/R ratios for the arrays are larger (h/R = 0.21) than
that of the individual mm-scale posts (h/R = 0.07), which could explain why the µm-scale
array has a similar effective adhesion strength to the mm-scale arrays. If we compare a
mm-scale individual post with an h/R ratio of 0.2, it has a strength of 0.14 MPa, which is
slightly lower than that of the µm-scale array, since the array has the advantage of contact
splitting.
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Figure 6.5: Pull-off force against a glass indenter as a function of h/R. Arrays of posts with low
h/R ratio have pull-off forces 3× higher than arrays of homogeneous posts. The FE model, solid
line, predicts the same behavior as the experimental results, individual points. Each data point is
the average of five measurements and the error bars represent the standard deviation.
Figure 6.6: Pull-off force against a PDMS indenter as a function of h/R. Arrays of posts with low
h/R ratio have pull-off forces 3× higher than arrays of homogeneous posts. This trend is similar to
that seen with a glass indenter, however the pull-off forces for all h/R ratios are lower. Each data
point is the average of six measurements and the error bars represent the standard deviation.
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The interfaces were observed optically during the pull-off tests to provide more infor-
mation about detachment that purely the pull-off force. The separation mechanism varies
depending on whether the post is homogeneous or a composite. For all arrays examined
the cracks initiate a the edge of the posts, however the the propagation along the surface
reflects the geometry of the posts. As seen in Fig. 6.7 for homogeneous arrays, h/R = 1.2,
the crack initiates at an edge of each post and spreads along the circumference of pillar until
it reaches a critical point, when it begins to spread across the face of the pillar. While the
Figure 6.7: Optical images showing contact and separation of a select area of an homogeneous array
of posts with a glass indenter. a-f) The indenter is moved towards the array. a) The posts and
indenter begin out of contact. b) As the indenter approaches, fringes appear suggesting that contact
is about to occur. c) The posts and indenter are pressed into conformal contact and d-f) the indenter
is pressed further into contact with the array until a preload of 2 N is applied causing a dark gray
circle around the post form and then expand. This dark gray circle is from the PDMS bulging
resulting in nonuniform diameter viewed from above which causes a discoloration in the image. g-l)
The indenter is moved away from the posts. i) Cracks initiate along the edge of the posts (arrows)
and then j-k) grow smoothly until l) the posts and indenter are separated.
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pull-off force is minimally affected by adding a short inset to the array of composite posts
(h/R = 0.95), the mechanism of detachment is quite different (Fig. 6.8). For these arrays,
as the indenter is retracted a darker circle on the edge of the posts moves towards the center
suggesting one of two things. If the PDMS above the inset is well bonded to the inset, then
it is contracting inward. If the PDMS and inset are not attached, then it is the thin layer of
PDMS around the post getting pulled up above the inset and it is contracting inward. When
a crack does develop, it starts at defects along the edge, which is visible as small circles in
Fig. 6.8g-h that increase in radius and move towards the posts center. After detachment
occurs, the center is the last place to return to the original plane of the surface (6.8i). For
the array with the lowest h/R ratio, h/R = 0.21, the separation (Fig. 6.9) is similar to the
inset array with h/R = 0.95. During retraction a dark black circle encroaches from the edge
towards the center. When a crack initiates it begins at a defect, and then spreads under the
inset section of the post (Fig. 6.9g). The crack grows under the inset, since that region has
the highest stress concentration, before spreading out and causing the posts to detach.
Under normal loading, arrays of composite inset posts have higher effective adhesion
strengths than homogeneous arrays. This enhancement is due to the favorable stress dis-
tribution along the contacting interface, similar to that described for single post results
as described earlier The crack front for homogeneous posts is a smooth line which moves
from one side of the contacted interface to the other. For all composite post arrays of all
h/R ratios tested here, the crack initiates from a point defect along the edge. For the high
h/R ratios, the crack propagates with an irregular front while for low h/R ratios, the crack
spreads to the center of the post, above the inset where the stress is high.
6.3 Shear Displacement Results
The arrays of composite posts were also tested for cases when a shear a displacement is
applied in-plane prior to retraction of the indenter. All tests were performed by applying
a 2 N preload for 30 seconds, followed by displacing the samples laterally at a rate of 0.01
µm/sec. After another 10 second hold period the indenter was retracted from the array at
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Figure 6.8: Optical images showing contact and separation of a select area of an array of posts with
an h/R ratio of 0.95 with a glass indenter. a-e) The indenter is moved towards the array. a) The
posts and indenter begin out of contact. b) Contact initiates at the edges of the posts and then
c) moves towards the center until d) the posts and the indenter are in contact. d-e) The indenter
continues towards the array until a preload of 2 N is applied causing the gray circle around the
posts to darken and thicken. This dark gray circle is from the PDMS bulging in-plane resulting in
nonuniform diameter when looked at from above, and therefore a discoloration in the image. f-j)
The indenter is moved away from the posts. g) Cracks initiate at point locations edge of the posts
(some are highlighted with arrows) and then h) grow in radius and towards the center of the posts
until i) the posts and indenter are separated. After separation the center appears to bulge towards
the indenter, however j) they quickly return to their original shape.
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Figure 6.9: Optical images of contact and separation of a select area of an array of composite posts
with an h/R ratio of 0.21 with a glass indenter. a-d) The indenter is moved towards the array. a)
The posts and indenter begin out of contact. b) Contact initiates at the edges of the posts and then
c) moves towards the center until d) the posts and the indenter are in contact. e) The indenter
continues towards the array until a preload of 2 N is applied, causing the gray circle around the
posts to darken. f-h) The indenter is moved away from the posts. f) As the indenter moves away
from the array, the gray circle around the posts starts encroach on the center, suggesting that the
posts are being contracted in-plane. g) The cracks initiates at point locations along the edge (arrows
point out two of these) and expands into the center where clean circles expand outward h) resulting
in a rapid detachment between the indenter and the array.
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a rate of 0.01 µm/sec. The normal force is measured and the maximum value is taken as
the pull-off force. When the displacement is applied to the sample, the contacting surface
slides along the indenter, however it moves less at the contact than at the base of the
posts, suggesting that there is some deformation of the posts (Fig. 6.10). The samples in
these tests are subject to both shear and slipping which leads to complex mechanics. The
effective shear strain on the arrays, one method used to describe the effect of the applied
shear displacement, is the difference between the displacement of the contacting surface and
the base divided by the overall height of the posts.
Figure 6.10: a) Schematic of a single post atop a lateral stage in contact with a rigid surface under
a normal preload. There is compliance in the system. The initial positions of the top left corner
of the post, bottom left corner of the post and left side of the stage are marked with blue, orange
and purple lines dashed respectively b) Once a shear displacement has been applied. The dashed
lines are kept in the same place, and dotted lines are now added to show the locations of the left
most point of the top of the post, bottom of the post and stage. The stage moves a distance ds.
The bottom of the post moves a distance ds and the top of the post slides a distance dc. The shear
strain for a post is defined by (ds − dc) /H.
When an in-plane displacement is applied, the mechanics of separation varies greatly
depending on the inset geometry. Initially, we examine how the arrays respond to the
applied stage displacements (Fig. 6.11). The arrays, which are mounted on the stage
experience both shear and sliding. Only thinking about the effect of stage displacement
would not be sufficient, however it illuminates some differences between posts with different
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h/R ratios. For homogeneous arrays with applied displacements up to 8.6 µm, the pull-
off force is constant. With higher in-plane stage displacement, the pull-off force of these
homogeneous arrays (h/R = 1.2) decreases linearly. If the stage moves far enough, at least
55 µm, no normal force is required to separate the array from the indenter. Arrays with
h/R of 0.95 require similar pull-off force to homogeneous ones under normal loading, however
under equivalent stage displacements the h/R = 0.95 detach with much higher pull-off force
than their homogeneous counterparts. The normal detachment force never goes to zero for
posts with h/R = 0.95, but instead approaches a steady value of 0.03 N. Similarly to the
homogeneous posts, the h/R = 0.95 posts, with stage displacements up to 27 µm the pull-
off force remains high. Similar trends are observed for lower h/R ratios, but with higher
pull-off under normal loading, sharper decreases in pull-off with stage displacements and
higher steady pull-off force values at large stage displacements. Also, with low shear stage
displacements these posts experience an increase in pull-off force.
Figure 6.11: Pull-off force measurements as a function of the in-plane displacement of the sample.
Each data point is the average of 6 trials, and the error bars represent the standard deviation.
Figure 6.12 plots pull-off force for the same four arrays as a function of effective shear
strain (the difference in displacement between the contacting surface and the base of the
array divided by the overall height of the posts, H). Again, the homogeneous posts ex-
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perience a linear decrease in pull-off force if the effective shear strain is greater than 0.04.
However, now if the h/R = 0.95 and homogeneous posts are compared, they experience
similar pull-off forces for the same effective shear strain up to strains of 0.12. This portion
of the h/R = 0.95 curve experience delamination similar to the one in Fig. 6.14. For higher
effective shear strains the array with h/R = 0.95 the pull-off force begins to deviate from
the homogeneous data. The delamination of arrays that experience extremely high effective
shear strains (0.34 - 0.38). Figure 6.15 shows the separation for arrays in the transition
between these two regimes. The arrays with h/R = 0.46 and 0.21 exhibit an increases in
pull-off force under small shear strains and then the pull-off force decreases with increasing
effective shear strain. These posts do not reach effective shear strains as high as those ex-
perienced by arrays with h/R = 0.95, suggesting the lower the h/R ratio the more sliding
occurs as there is less PDMS above the inset that can deform. The posts with h/R = 0.21
are clustered around an effective shear of 0.16 because once the posts shear as much as
possible they retain their deformation and continue sliding, therefore the mechanics of the
pull-off is the same.
Figure 6.12: Pull-off force measurements as a function of effective shear strain on the post (difference
in displacement between the top and bottom of the post divided by the overall post height). Each
data point is the average of 6 trials, and the error bars represent the standard deviation.
The behavior of the homogeneous array is relatively simple to describe when shear dis-
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placements are applied (Fig. 6.13). The arrays experience a shear strain, causing the peak
stress to shift to one side of the post, which makes crack initiation from that side easier. The
crack front is a simple straight line, which moves across the face of the post until detachment
occurs. As can be seen in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, the relationship between pull-off force and
stage displacement or shear strain, respectively, is quite linear. Specifically, the pull off force
decreases with increasing effective shear strain.
Figure 6.13: Optical images of the displacement and separation of an homogeneous array, h/R =
1.2. a) Image of array under a 2 N preload. b) The stage is displaced 55 µm to the right causing
an effective shear strain of 0.24 on the posts. c-d) As the indenter is retracted, the contact and the
gray circle around the posts shrink resulting in two gray crescents on either side of the posts. Since
the posts are slanted inconsistent amounts of light are transmitted through the posts. e) The crack
initiates on the left edge of each post (arrows point to two of them), and f-i) moves to the right as
a straight line across the face of the post until it j) detaches. This is for the highest shear strain
tested on this array, however the other results show similar behavior, just less pronounced.
The composite posts have more complex responses to in-plane loading than the homoge-
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neous ones. Similar to the homogeneous posts, applying shear generally lowers the pull-off
force, however the detachment mechanism for composite posts appears to be more complex.
For the array with h/R = 0.95, under lower effective shear strain (up to 0.1), the crack
behaves similar to those in Fig. 6.14. Unlike the homogeneous arrays, the crack front is not
a uniform straight front moving across the interface. When the crack has not yet reached the
half way point of the sample the center separates before the edges, suggesting the thinner
layer of PDMS makes the stress higher in the center than the edge. Once the crack moves
past the center the edges separate faster than the center, likely either due to the circular
shape of the post. As seen in Fig. 6.15, for effective shear strains from 0.13 up to 0.22,
Figure 6.14: Optical images of the displacement and separation of an array with h/R = 0.95. a)
Image of array under a 2 N preload. b) The stage is displaced 37 µm to the right causing a shear
strain of 0.07 on the posts. c) As the indenter is retracted, the gray circle around the posts lightens
in most areas resulting in two gray crescents on either side. These are due to inconsistent amounts
of light are going through the posts. d) The crack initiates on the left edge (arrows point to two of
them), and e-f) moves to the right. However, unlike homogeneous arrays, the crack front initially
advances faster in the middle, than the edges and then as it crosses the half way plane of the posts
it moves faster on the edges than in the center. g) Once the posts detach, the contacting interface
returns to the initial state at different rates. h) The detached array.
the crack front becomes a cleaner line as it propagates across the contacting surface. It is
worth noting that an apparent line forms on the surface due to the deformation, however it
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is not a permanent damage on the surface. Under higher effective shear strain (more than
Figure 6.15: Optical images of the displacement and separation of an array with h/R = 0.95. a)
Image of array under a 2 N preload. b) The stage is displaced 88 µm to the right causing a shear
strain of 0.13 on the posts. c) As the indenter is retracted, the gray crescents on the right grows.
These are due to inconsistent amounts of light are going through the posts. d) The crack initiates on
the left edge, and e) expands to the entire edge of the left half of the post, before f) moving moves
to the right and eventually g) snapping back to the h) original shape. Also of note, a `C'-shaped
defect appears on the left side of the posts (f-g) but does not permanently deform them (examples
are circled in red).
0.27), the delamination becomes much more complicated and is likely no longer described
by linear elasticity (Fig. 6.16). For these arrays the contact area is shifted from a circle to
a backward `D' shape. The crack initiates from both the corners of the `D' as well as from
the curved left side. The crack also appears as a corrugated crack front possibly suggesting
that the PDMS has been folded over on itself. Like for this array with less shear a line forms
during delamination, but it does not appear to cause permanent damage.
The posts with h/R = 0.21 under in-plane displacements detach in a way different from
both the homogeneous arrays as well as those with high h/R ratios. However, as seen in
Fig. 6.17, it is reminiscent of the detachment of these same posts under normal loading.
When loaded with an effective shear strain of at least 0.2 all the cracks initiate from one
side, however the delamination begins from a small location around the outer edge of the
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Figure 6.16: Optical images of the displacement and separation of an array with h/R = 0.95. a)
Image of array under a 2 N preload. b) The base of the sample is displaced 187 µm to the right
causing a shear strain of 0.35 on the posts. The contact is on longer a circle but makes a shape
more like a backward `D' as is outlined by the gray `C' on the left and the line which cuts across
the face of the inset on the right (one is highlighted with red). c) As the indenter is retracted, the
gray on the right side of the post progresses towards the left (the red backwards `D' from b is in the
same location in c to show the movement of the gray on the right side of the post). d) The crack
initiates from the top and bottom of the posts as well as the left side forming a complex crack front
(arrows show initiation sites on one post), and e-j) moves toward the center and to the right. k)
Right after the posts detach, the contacting interface returns to the initial state at different rates.
l) The detached array. Also of note, a defect appears in the center of the posts (i-k) but does not
cause permanently deformation (one defect is circled in red on i).
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post and then expands into the center. This delamination process is almost identical for
Figure 6.17: Optical images of the displacement and separation of an array with h/R = 0.21. a)
Image of array under a 2 N preload. b) The base of the sample is displaced 37 µm to the right
causing a shear strain of 0.50 on the posts. c) As the indenter is retracted gray crescents form on
the right side of the posts which are due to the nonuniform diameter of the post. d) cracks initiate
as on the left edge of the posts and then e-f) spread into the center until g) separation occurs and
the posts return to the h) original shape.
arrays which experience much higher effective shear strains (Fig. 6.18), suggesting that the
very thin layer is confined and unable to fold like posts with higher h/R ratios.
6.4 Conclusions
Arrays of composite posts are more robust, durable and versatile than individual composite
posts. The general trend, increasing pull-off force with decreasing h/R, for normal loading
is very similar between arrays and individual posts. Arrays of composite posts with low
h/R ratios experience a 3× enhancement in pull-off force compared to a homogeneous array
when in contact with a glass or PDMS indenter. These experimental results match with
FE predictions as well. The inset arrays experience higher pull-off force due to higher stress
concentrated under the inset rather than at the edge of the posts, making crack initiation
more challenging. The mechanics of crack initiation and propagation also varies greatly
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Figure 6.18: Optical images of the displacement and separation of an array with h/R = 0.21. a)
Image of array under a 2 N preload. b) The base of the sample slides until c) it is displaced 182
µm to the right causing a shear strain of 0.76 on the posts. It is worth noting that from b)-c) the
shape of the gray crescent does not change, it merely translates. d) As the indenter is retracted
gray crescents on the right side expands into the center and crack initiate on the left side of the
posts (two are highlighted with arrows). e) The cracks spread on the left edge and then f-g) into the
center until h-i) separation occurs and the posts return to the j) original shape.
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depending on the geometry of the posts, where homogeneous posts separate with a clean
crack front that begins at a side and moves across the face while the inset posts see crack
initiation from a specific location on the edge, but then it expands towards the center. These
arrays have lower strengths than individual micro-scale posts. One reason for this difference
is that each individual post tested was ideal, clean, and came into contact with the surface
under the best alignment possible. Since an array is composed of many posts, some may
have defects or dirt and if the indenter or array has any curvature, then some of the posts
are coming into contact with the indenter at a slight angle. However, in an array, since there
are multiple points of contact, not all posts must have perfect contact.
When an in-plane shear displacement is applied on the array before the indenter is
retracted, these arrays behave differently from individual posts. For all h/R ratios examined,
under small effective shears (or low stage displacements) the pull-off force remains constant
or experiences a slight increase compared to normal loading for the same array; this makes
these arrays more robust as general adhesives, suggesting that small displacements will not
reduce their strength. This effect is seem more strongly for posts with lower h/R ratios.
Arrays with inset have a non-zero minimum pull-off force, suggesting they can slide long
distances under preload and maintain a constant pull-off force. Finally, some of these arrays
are subjected to extreme effective shear strains and their delamination reflects the complex
mechanics which require further study.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions, Contributions and
Future Work
In this dissertation, the adhesion mechanics of composite posts have been studied experi-
mentally and through finite element analysis. Experiments showed composite posts with a
stiff core and a thin compliant shell achieve higher adhesion under normal loading than ho-
mogeneous posts on the mm-scale, the micro-scale, and when fabricated as arrays. Similarly,
finite element modeling based studies predicted that composite posts would achieve higher
adhesion and provide insight into the mechanism of separation. When shear is applied,
generally there is a decrease in pull-off force, creating a surface with tunable adhesion.
To understand the mechanics of these posts, it is helpful to examine the stress distribution
across the contacting interface. A homogeneous post experiences a high stress near the edge.
The area with high stress is the most likely location for crack initiation. For the homogeneous
post, since the stress is concentrated over a small area, not only will the crack initiate from
the edge but it will do so with relative ease. The inset in a composite post shifts the area of
high stress from the edge of the post to the center while also distributing it across a larger
region. Both of these result in higher effective adhesion strength. FE simulations were used
to examine the stress distributions and to design the geometry for ideal composite posts.
To achieve the highest adhesion enhancement, the ratio of Young's modulus of the core and
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shell materials, Ec/Es, should be at least 100. Also, the compliant material should have a
Poisson's ratio close to 0.5. Posts with lower h/R generally have higher adhesion. Finally,
Ri/R should be between 0.8 and 0.9 because of the low stress near the edge of the post for
low h/R ratios posts.
Individual mm-scale posts behaved as predicted by FE models. Cracks initiate from the
edge for posts with high h/R ratios, and from the center when h/R is low. At the mm-scale,
composite posts have a 3× enhancement in pull-off force compared to a homogeneous post
under normal loading. When a sufficient shear displacement is applied, the composite posts
have lower pull-off forces than homogeneous posts.
Single micro-scale composite posts had high strengths, compared to other dry PDMS-
based adhesives, and were used for micro-transfer printing. For all of the microscale posts
tested the cracks initiated from the edge of the post, however under normal loading, posts
with low h/R ratio experience a 9× enhancement in adhesion relative to homogeneous posts.
The effective adhesion strength under normal loading was greater than 1.5 MPa for posts
with the lowest h/R ratios. When a shear displacement was applied the adhesion dropped
(by a factor of 7 for composite posts compared to a factor of 4 for homogeneous posts). The
composite posts were able to microtransfer print thin Si samples, while the homogeneous
posts did not have sufficient adhesion to pick them up.
Arrays of micro-scale composite posts were the most forgiving and durable adhesive
studied in this thesis. Under normal loading, composite arrays were 3× more adhesive than
similar homogeneous arrays. When small in-plane displacements were applied, the pull-off
force of all arrays was maintained or increased, making them more robust than individual
posts under shear. When larger in-plane displacements were applied, the pull-off decreased,
making the adhesion of these arrays tunable. Inset posts were able to sustain a minimum
pull-off force despite large in-plane displacements and sliding. The mechanism of crack
propagation varied depending on the h/R ratio of the post as well as the effective shear
strain applied.
Table 7.1 compares the effective adhesion strengths of composite posts at various scales
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Table 7.1: Summary of effective adhesion strengths
Homogeneous Post Minimum h/R Post
mm-Scale Individual 70 kPa 200 kPa (0.07)
Micro-Scale Individual 120 kPa 1,500 kPa (0.10)
Array (Projected Area) 12 kPa 40 kPa (0.21)
Array (Real Contact Area) 50 kPa 170 kPa (0.21)
under normal loading. It also states the minimum h/R ratio attained in parentheses next
to the strength associated with it. An individual microscale composite post has the highest
strength, 1.5 MPa. As an individual post is reduced in size to the micro-scale, the strength
is expected to increase due the scaling law described by Eq. 5.2. The micro-scale arrays
have the lowest strength. They have the highest minimum h/R ratio, thus a lower strength
is not surprising. Also, in the individual post studies, each post was held to a high standard
and posts with defects were not used, while for the arrays each post was not held to the
same high standard, which could result in a lower strength since their area was included
even if the post had a defect. Also, for the arrays, when the indenter area is used, a lot of
the area is not in contact, hence the low strength. This could be increased though a denser
array pattern. When the array area is used to find the effective strength, it is approximately
the same as for a single mm-scale post.
This work examines the mechanics of individual mm- and micro-scale composite posts as
well as arrays of micro-scale composite posts. It fits into the bioinspired work on enhanced
adhesion, while introducing simpler structures than are typical in this field. Posts with this
geometry can be integrated into advance manufacturing processes, robotics and material
handling.
There are numerous directions which future work on composite posts could take. There
are improvements which could be made to the work presented here. First, examining the
spacing of arrays could prove fruitful. Denser arrays would likely increase the pull-off force
under normal loading due to more contact area. Under shear, it would be interesting to
see if the posts in denser arrays would overlap when enough shear is applied. Second, the
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alignment of the insets into the middle of the shell presented here is complex and it would
be ideal if there was a self aligning mechanism for fabrication. This is possible if insets are
made via 3D printing which allows for elements to be printed to aid with centering in a mold.
A third improvement would be to integrate a lateral force sensor into the set-up, providing
information about shear force when in-plane displacements are applied. Using 3D printing,
it is possible to make insets with varied shapes, allowing for some of the ideas suggested
and modeled in Chapter 3 to be tested experimentally Finally, a study of the delamination
of the arrays of inset posts under high effective shear strain could be an interesting and
challenging problem.
There are also new projects which would take research on composite posts in different
directions. One example is fabricating insets out of materials which can change modulus,
allowing for difference in adhesion based on only normal loading. These posts would have
high adhesion when the inset had one modulus and low adhesion when the inset modulus
was changed. Implementing a flexible backing layer for arrays would allow these inset posts
to be implemented more situations, potentially including a roll-to-roll transfer process. 3D
printing also allows for a up a number of possibilities including fully printed composite posts,
posts with offset insets and posts with a gradient of materials. Fully printed posts make the
fabrication much simpler. Posts with offset insets would behave differently when a shear
force is applied in different directions. Posts with a gradient of materials could have more
uniform stress distributions. Slanted inset posts could also be fabricated, similar to posts
with offset insets, they would likely have enhanced adhesion when loaded in shear in one
direction and lower adhesion when the shear is applied in the opposite direction. Finally,
these posts were fabricated by a molding process, however it is likely that similar posts
could be achieved through a dipping or coating process, which may be simpler, create more
uniform coatings and scale to larger scale with ease. This dissertation introduces the idea of
composite posts and shows some of their merits, however there is still more to learn about
and better ways to make these structures.
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